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This work examines user interface design using scenario-based design 
methods. The main objective was to develop user-interfaces prototypes for 
multimedia services in a user-centered manner. The services were to be 
accessed through television. The prototypes were created using visual 
authoring tool called ToolBook.

The concept design process is described through six different tasks. They are: 
Understand the overall strategy of the planned product; Observe real users 
using relating or similar applications, and write scenarios to help to remember 
the users; Visualize the interface using brainstorming and sketching; Construct 
a prototype-, Evaluate and refine it; and then Implement it.
The different activities included in these tasks are first explained in theory, and 
then illustrated with two case-studies from the Digital Media Concept (DMC) 
project. The selected case-studies were Communication Services and 
News-On-Demand were produced and evaluated. The final prototypes are 
displayd in detail using screen shots.

Using concepts in product design helps the designers to increase the quality 
and decrease the risk of a failure. It offers good possibilities for designing 
products with high usability.

Keywords: User interface design, concept design, scenario-based design, 
digital media, prototyping, visualization
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Tässä työssä tutkitaan käyttöliittymien suunnittelua skenaarioiden avulla. 
Päätavoitteena oli kehittää käyttöliittymiä television multimediapalveluille 
käyttäjäkeskeisesti käyttäen hyväksi prototyyppejä. Nämä prototyypit 
toteutettiin visuaalista ToolBook-ohjelmointiympäristöä käyttäen.

Suunnitteluprosessi kuvataan siihen sisältyvien kuuden vaiheen avulla. Ne 
ovat: Ymmärrä suunniteltavan tuotteen kokonaisstrategia, tarkkaile oikeita 
käyttäjiä käyttämässä samankaltaisia sovelluksia ja laadi skenaarioita 
muistaaksesi käyttäjät, visualisoi käyttöliittymä luonnostelemalla ja 
käyttämällä ideointipalavereja, rakenna prototyyppi, evaluoi ja paranna sitä ja 
lopulta toteuta se.
Näihin vaiheisiin sisältyvät toiminnot selitetään ensin teoriassa. Tämän jälkeen 
ne kuvataan sovellettuna kahteen Digital Media Concept (DMC) -projektin 
tapaustutkimukseen.

DMC-projektissa toteutettiin prototyypit viestintäpalveluille (Communication 
Services) ja tilausuutisille (News-On-Demand). Prototyypit kuvataan yksityis
kohtaisesti kuvaruutunäyttöj en avulla.
Konseptikehityksen käyttö auttaa suunnittelijoita parantamaan tuotteensa 
laatua ja vähentämään kehitykseen liittyviä riskejä. Se tarjoaa hyvän 
mahdollisuuden tuottaa käytettäviä tuotteita.

Avainsanat: Käyttöliittymäsuunnittelu, konseptisuunnittelu, skenaario- 
pohjainen suunnittelu, digitaalinen media, prototypiointi, visualisointi
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1. Introduction

Beginnings are delicate times, 
All important things happen 
In the beginning.

This first chapter describes the background to the research project conducted 
by Mika P. Nieminen et al. at Helsinki University of technology. It introduces 
the project personnel and development partners. The goals and results of the 
project are discussed in brief.

1.1 Background

The Digital Media Concept project (DMC) is a user interface design effort 
launched by Nokia Research Center (NRC) in Helsinki, Finland. The opening 
workshop was held during the 19th and 20th of January 1995.

The aim of the DMC project was to develop designs and demonstrative 
prototypes for television-based multimedia services. The hardware capacities 
were not restricted too much, because the concept product was situated into 
year 2002.

Four main research areas were:

• Communication services

• Video-On-Demand
• News-On-Demand

• Home shopping
After the project the client should have four tested and analyzed concepts 
accompanied by working demonstrative prototypes.

1.1.1 Project group

At Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) the project group consisted of a 
project manager Marja-Riitta Koivunen, a full time employee Mika P. 
Nieminen and part time employees Sirpa Riihiaho and Marko Nieminen. Panu 
Korhonen acted as a project leader representing the client NRC, while Petri 
Piippo was assigned to be the graphic designer in the project. Additional aid in 
organizing the usability tests was received from Sari Huvinen from HUT .
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The project was divided into two parts, so that HUT would undertake two of 
the four concepts, while Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) in 
Tampere would manage the other two. During the first workshop in January 
1995 the deck was cut so that HUT would develop Communication Services 
and News-On-Demand and VTT Video-On-Demand and Home shopping.

1.1.2 Problem definition and goals

The goal of the project was to develop new and usable concepts for the new 
digital media. The client suggested that a user-centered interface design 
method using scenarios would be applied. NRC wanted to receive two 
operational prototypes of the chosen services, while HUT team was 
additionally interested in researching the user centered interface design using 
scenario-based methods. Unfortunately, during the project there was only little 
time or resources to consider or evaluate the process itself. This thesis tries to 
accomplish a deeper view into the used design methods.

Should the concepts be developed further to commercial products, they would 
reach the market in five to ten years.

1.1.3 Environment

The prototype was made using Asymetrix Multimedia Toolbook 3.0 running 
on top of Windows NT™ 3.5 workstation version. NRC had used this platform 
before and had found it suitable for similar tasks.

During the first month a powerful PC was assembled. It was powered by a 90 
MHz Pentium processor, 24 MB random access memory, a 17 inch high 
resolution monitor, a network card (Ethernet) and a graphics adapter card with 
4 MB RAM enabling the use of 16.7 million colors. Later, the system was 
upgraded with a 16 bit sound card and a pair of small loudspeakers.

The operating system WindowsNT™ was chosen, because it seemed to be 
more stable than earlier versions of Windows™. NT™ also gave adequate 
network support without additional purchases. Furthermore, it included a File 
Transport Protocol (FTP) server which later proved useful.

The Multimedia Toolbook will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3.4.2.

1.2 Organization of this thesis

This thesis consists of two parts. The first three chapters give an outlook to the 
project and to the used design process. They describe how interface concepts 
can be designed using scenarios and visualizations.
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Chapters 4 and 5 describe how this process was used to create two concept 
prototypes. Chapter 6 presents my conclusions and suggestions for 
improvement.

1.3 Results

During the project, we produced two working prototypes using a user-centered 
design method. Scenarios and user profiles were created to keep the end users 
in mind. We found the scenario-based design suitable for the design of smart 
products.
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2. Definitions for basic concepts

Long words name little things. All big things have little 
names, such as life and death, peace and war, or dawn, 
day, night, love, home. Learn to use little words in a 
big way. It is hard to do. But they say what you mean. 
When you don’t know what you mean, use big words. 
They often fool little people.

-SSC Booknews, July 1981

I think that words are too often misunderstood. I have also found out that 
people talk about different things using the same words. This is why I give 
here some explanations of the terms and concepts I am about to discuss in 
detail. The definitions are not in any particular order of importance.

2.1 Concept

Concept is a well-thought idea. When a certain line of conduct is defined, it 
becomes a concept. It is a way of thinking and doing things.

In DMC, the concepts became reality as prototypes. With these demonstrative 
systems, it was possible to test our ideas. The test users could use the 
prototypes within television set, using a television remote control. When 
testing some other kind of concepts, the users may as well use a paper mock-up 
model of the system.

Concept design is located at the beginning of the product life cycle. It aims to 
lay down a solid basis for the actual product design and implementation.

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5

Figure 2.1: The product development process [Ulrich; Eppinger, 1995]

Ulrich and Eppinger [Ulrich; Eppinger, 1995] propose that the correct method 
is to break a complex problem into simpler subproblems. To accomplish this 
they outline a five-step methodology for concept generation:

• Clarify the problem: The design team should develop a general 
understanding of the problem and then break it down into sub
problems, so that the design effort can be focused on the critical areas. 
Lists of customer needs and preliminary product specification are 
ideal inputs to the concept generation process.
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• Search externally: External search is aimed at finding existing 
solutions to both the overall problem and to the subproblems 
identified during the problem clarification step. Users and experts 
should be consulted for their opinion. Literature should be searched 
for existing solutions.

• Search internally: Internal search is the use of personal and team 
knowledge and creativity to generate solution concepts. The design 
team should suspend judging the ideas at the beginning and focus on 
generating as many ideas as possible. Even infeasible solutions should 
be presented to the other team members.

• Explore systematically: As a result of the external and internal search 
activities, the team will have collected tens or hundreds of concept 
fragments - solutions to the subproblems. Systematic exploration is 
aimed at navigating the space of possibilities by organizing and 
synthesizing these solution fragments. The less promising approaches 
will be ‘pruned’ and the team can focus on the more suitable 
solutions.

• Reflect on the solutions and the process: Although the reflection step 
is placed at the end, it should in fact be performed throughout the 
whole process. At this time the design team should be able to answer 
the following questions. Has the solution space been fully explored? 
Have everyone’s ideas been accepted and integrated to the process? 
This step should identify opportunities for improvement in subsequent 
iterations.

Our approach to concept development followed the design process described 
by IDEO, but many things are common with Ulrich and Eppinger. It is my 
opinion that concepts should outlive the product, while the design effort and 
cost is in inverse relation to the implementation level of the product as depicted 
in Figure 2.2.
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Cost

Implementation

Concept design
Time

Figure 2.2: Change of cost factors during product life cycle

2.2 Prototype

Prototyping is a process that enables the developer to create a model of the 
product that must be built. The model can take one of the three forms 
[Pressman, 1992]:

• a paper prototype or PC-based model that depicts human-machine 
interaction in a form that enables the user to understand how such 
interaction will occur,

• a working prototype that implements some subset of the functions 
required of the desired software, or

• an existing program that performs part or all of the functions desired 
but has other features that will be improved upon in the new 
development effort.

Not all prototypes follow these rules exclusively. For instance the prototypes 
made in the DMC project were mixtures of the classes. They demonstrated the 
concept in general (breadth-first method), but some aspects were implemented 
further than others (depth-first). Still many features were left to be filled by the 
users’ imagination.

In DMC the client needed the prototypes in order to have something to show, 
when someone asks about their visions of the new digital media.
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2.3 Scenario

A scenario is a short and fictions play acted out by imaginary users. Wright 
[Wright, 1992] refers to scenarios as “complex sequences of events... for 
example detailed specification of a flight plan, a series of aircraft maneuvers 
and pilot tasks.” He defines a scenario as an episode of actions, because it has a 
temporal component.

Scenarios can be built with variant amount of information. In some cases it is 
enough to simply write a page or two to illustrate the idea. On the high-end it 
may take functional computer simulations, prototypes, several dozens of 
storyboards, snapshots and acted plays on video tapes [Verplank et al., 1993].

Robert L. Campbell claims that the expression “scenario” has become fuzzier 
and fuzzier. He lists at least four meanings for scenarios just in the Human- 
Computer Interaction (HCI) context, depending on the purpose which the 
illustrative interactions are used for. Scenarios can be used [Campbell, 1992]:

• to demonstrate the system in a form of guided tour

• to act as the test tasks for usability testing

• to illustrate systems that have not yet been implemented and help thus 
to understand the users’ expectations towards the planned system

• to prove a HCI theory .

Scenarios should be considered in wide perspective. They give us means to see 
the “big picture” of people’s activities. They describe the social setting, 
resources, and users’ goals [Nardi, 1992]. Nardi also points out that scenarios 
are most effective in the beginning of a research effort. She feels that after a 
while scenarios should make way for the empirical testing of prototypes. If 
used wisely, they can facilitate the leap from observation to invention, from the 
present to the future [Verplank et al., 1993].

2.4 Visualization

Normally in information processing science, visualization means giving the 
obtained data an understandable visual form. For instance, a graph generated 
from a spreadsheet. In this thesis, I use the term visualization to refer to the 
drawings, sketches and graphical elements of the user interface. Thus, the verb 
visualize means making these images for the interface. The designer searches 
solutions using traditional drawing methods, visualizing the product with 
computer graphics, or making different kinds of models of the product or parts 
of it [Lehtinen, 1995]. Most of the visualizations are made using “quick and 
dirty” methods like brainstorming, and are therefore very sketchy. The final 
prototype graphics should be made by a professional graphic designer.
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2.5 Usability and how to test it

Usability is often defined through the following five attributes [Nielsen, 1993]:

• Leamability: The system should be easy to learn so that the user can 
rapidly start getting some work done with the system.

• Efficiency: The system should be efficient to use, so that once the user 
has learned the system, a high level of productivity is possible.

• Memorability: The system should be easy to remember, so that the 
casual user is able to return to the system after some period of not 
having used it, without having to learn everything all over again.

• Errors: The system should have a low error rate, so that users make 
few errors during the use of the system, and so that if they do make 
errors, they can easily recover from them. Further, catastrophic errors 
must not occur.

• Satisfaction: The system should be pleasant to use, so that users are 
subjectively satisfied when using it; they like it.

These factors can be used to define usability as the degree to which specific 
users can achieve specific goals within a particular environment; effectively, 
efficiently, comfortably, and in an acceptalbe manner [Booth, 1989].

In order to produce computer systems with good usability, we must 
[Preece et al., 1994]:

• Understand the factors (such as psychological, ergonomical, 
organizational, and social) that determine how people operate and 
make use of computer technology effectively, and to translate that 
understanding into the

• development of tools and techniques to help designers ensure that 
computer systems are suitable for the activities for which people will 
use them, in order to

• achieve efficient, effective and safe interaction both in terms of 
individual human-computer interaction and group interactions.
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Usability can be tested and ensured using the following inspection methods 
[Nielsen; Mack, 1994][Booth, 1989]:

• Heuristic evaluation involves having a small set of evaluators examine 
the interface and judge its compliance with recognized usability 
principles, the ‘heuristics’. First the evaluators inspect the interface 
individually. After all evaluations have been completed, all the 
evaluators will have their findings aggregated. This ensures 
independent and unbiased evaluations from each evaluator. Different 
evaluators find different problems. Usually heuristic evaluations 
follow certain list of heuristics or principles of good usability. Most 
often cited list by Rolf Molich and Jacob Nielsen includes the 
following ten items: Simple and natural dialogue, speak the users’ 
language, minimize the users’ memory load, consistency, feedback, 
clearly marked exits, shortcuts, precise and constructive error 
messages, prevent errors, and help and documentation.

• Pluralistic walkthroughs are meetings where users, developers and 
human-computer interaction experts go through the system discussing 
the dialog and interaction elements on the way. The main purpose is 
to collect as many opinions as possible from users by discussing the 
screens. Often the walkthrough are conducted in a rather informal 
manner so that the users first impressions and opinions can be 
recorded unbiased.

• Visual walkthroughs are similar to pluralistic walkthroughs, but they 
concentrate on individual screens or views of the system. The user is 
given a break from the otherwise intense test situation. He then has 
time to look through the different views properly and may extrapolate 
on the behavior of the system [Nieminen; Koivunen, 1995].

• Standard inspections have an expert on some interface standard 
inspect the interface for compliance. This aims to increase consistency 
with other similar products on the market. Style guides and stardard 
interface libraries can be used.

• In usability tests the test users go through previously planned test 
tasks or a scenario with an experimentor. The user is observed in order 
to find out how he manages the different features of the tested product 
and what aspects of the product cause him trouble. The user is ask to 
think-aloud while using the product and often tests are recorded on 
video tapes to help analysis afterwards. In a usability test both 
qualitative and quantitative information of the system is obtained.
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2.6 Task or step

The chosen design process is divided into five or six tasks, which may be 
called steps in some occasions. These tasks give a natural point for process 
evaluation and documentation. Every task produces some sort of deliverable 
that enables the project group to ensure themselves and their superiors of the 
project development. Since the process is considered highly iterative, there is 
no real reason to stagnantly and over-cautiously be scared to mix the different 
tasks. Still, these exceptions must be documented in detail.
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3. Structure of the design process

BEFORE 1 ACCEPT THE SOFT
WARE YOU WROTE UNDER 
CONTRACT, TELL Ml WHAT 
DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY 

YOU USE.

we HOLD VILLAGE meet
ings TO BOAST OF OUR $
SKILLS AND CURSE THE (
DEVIL-SPAWNED END- 
USERS.

AT TREUST MINUTE 
WE SLAM OUT SOME 
CODE AND
GO ROLLER 
SKATING.

Í

I WOULD FIND 
THIS HUMOROUS 
IF NOT FOR THE 
PIG ON Mtf BACK

-Dilbert [Adams, 1996]

This chapter describes the used design process. It was introduced to us by our 
client, and is a commercial product developed by IDEO Product Development 
[Verplank et ah, 1993] [Nokia; IDEO, 1994]. Nokia Research Center had used 
this user-centered design process, and wanted us to use it in the Digital Media 
Concept project.

Originally the process had only five tasks, but I separated the ‘prototype 
construction task’ from the ‘visualization task’ in order to emphasize its 
importance to our concept design effort. This also allows me to give some 
background to the visualization tools. The process starts with collecting 
information and trying to understand the planned service. Similar products 
should be observed before visualizing and implementing the product.

3.1 Understand

When building successful products, they must fit into the company’s overall 
strategy. It is important to keep in touch with marketing to be able to identify 
the changes in the competitive environment. The design team should consult 
people about corporate strategy, marketing, engineering, human factors and 
design. The new product must fit into the ‘big picture’ in order to be a success. 
At this time it is recommended to ask potential customers’, subcontractors’ and 
end-users’ opinion on the matter.

The design effort can be started with a team meeting, where the previously 
mentioned interest groups can mingle. Brainstorming, workshops and free 
association should be used to their upper limits - good ideas are hard to come 
by, but the bad ones can easily be cut off. The designer should have a clear 
view of the product’s ‘image’, who the users are, and possible technological 
restrictions.
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3.2 Observe

To make better products, designers must learn from the mistakes of others. 
Observations of existing and potential users of the product should be 
conducted before defining functional specifications. The real users often do 
quite unimaginable things with products, and usually the designers have not 
even considered all the feature combinations. It is hard to start a design work 
without preconceptions, so the design team should take time to look at the 
concepts from a distance. The main issue in this task is ‘why’ not ‘how’. For 
instance, why a user switches constantly from channel to channel instead of 
how he does it.

Direct contact should be made with several users of different types. The real 
users should be interviewed and observed, not the management or 
administrative staff (unless they are the real end-users). This should generate a 
healthy layer on which to build the scenarios and visualizations. The 
observations should be conducted in pair, because ‘two pairs of eyes and ears 
are better than one.’

At this time the designers should draw-up user profiles and make detailed 
studies to define usability requirements. Technical constraints should be 
considered both now, and at the time the product is ready to be shipped. 
Predicting the future of technological innovations is at least hard if not 
impossible, thus the products and concepts should be clearly planned for the 
future.

The observation task should produce a document depicting the user 
observations, which can be used as a stimulus for communication with the 
design management. Video recordings and still photos help to understand the 
users’ activities. The report provides a valuable ‘reality check’ for the 
implementation of the overall usability strategy. When writing these 
documents, it should be a priority to represent the user directly without biased 
editing. The design team should mark their own remarks as a separate ‘voice’ 
to the users’ commentary.

3.3 Visualize

The information from the earlier two tasks allows the designer to create 
scenarios describing fictious characters in different situations. Scenarios help 
the designers focus on the whole process that the user has to go through. This 
helps to ensure that most aspects of the tasks are designed for.
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Multiple scenarios with variant selection of user profiles decrease the 
possibility of ignoring an important feature. They help the developers to 
remember the users’ needs. Sketching, drawing or taking photographs can help 
the designer to get into the characters. Even a short video or movie can be 
made to bring the user characters to life. Mapping the characters attributes 
(see Figure 3.1) prevent the designers to make their characters too cliché.

Bob Sarah Earl & Stella
Location Los Angeles Montana Florida

Age 35 52 70&62

Hobbies Work Riding Golf

Job Investment Horse Ranch Retired from Ins.
Banker Owner & Teacher

Income High High Fixed

Personality High tech, Confident Set in ways
Gear Dog, rifle Toys for grand 

kids.

Mise. Lives for work Loves kids & 
horses

She teases him 
regarding his 
driving

Figure 3.1 : Character map

It is not adequate to design systems for the average user. The designed concept 
must have relevant range from smallest to largest. The extremes in both the 
users and the features define the product requirements.

Visualizations describe the different tasks, actions and features incorporated 
into the product. They should explain in detail the input and output devices and 
what the users do with them including the system feedback. The designers can 
use snapshots, storyboards, snippets (small detailed fragments in scenarios), 
mock-ups and prototypes to demonstrate their ideas.

Similarly to the observation task, the visualization should be done in very close 
cooperation within the design team in a brainstorming manner. Visual ideas 
and models for interaction should be generated freely, there is not one right 
opinion. People from different fields make the suggestions more versatile. 
Experts like graphic designers and architects should be utilized whenever 
possible.
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3.4 Construct a prototype

A prototype is an ideal way to present a concept or an idea. It gives good 
opportunity for testing and evaluating. As defined in Chapter 2.2, prototypes 
can be categorized as being either depth-first or breadth-first, depending on the 
distribution and the granulity of the functionalities. In scenario-based design 
the prototyping must be flexible and support the rapid design process, so most 
of the demonstrative devices must be done ‘quick and dirty.’ Aspects that are 
more important to the testing of the concept, can be implemented in greater 
detail.

3.4.1 Prototype requirements

Selecting the level of functionality placed in the prototype is a design process 
decision. It depends on the need of operations in the prototype and the time and 
other resources given to create the prototype. The possibility of reusing the 
development effort must be considered, if the prototype seems to become too 
time consuming. A rule of thumb is to make the demonstrator only as good as 
it really has to be. The amount of work put into the prototype has to be decided 
individually in every project.

3.4.2 Tools

Prototype generation has become faster and easier with the ever growing 
number of visual and scriptable programming languages. Most of these are just 
implementations of the same idea on different platforms. In most of these 
development environments the graphical interface is a separate entity, that has 
very limited processing resources.

Traditionally text-oriented operating system UNIX has a visual user interface 
toolkit called Tcl/Tk. Tel (tool command language) is an embeddable scripting 
language and Tk is a graphical user interface toolkit based on Tel. Both 
packages are freely available. The Tcl/Tk project at Sun Labs is leading the 
development of Tel and Tk, and building the infrastructure to use them as a 
universal scripting platform for the Internet [Ousterhout, 1996].

For PC using x86 processor family, Asymetrix has developed a visual 
authoring tool called ToolBook running in Microsoft Windows™ 3.1 or later. 
It is an object-oriented development environment that provides drawing tools 
for creating objects and a programming language called OpenScript. The basic 
idea is to include an interpretable script to every object in the system. In 
Digital Media Concept project the prototypes were created using their newest 
version, Multimedia ToolBook 3.0, which has built-in support for multimedia 
objects such as playing sound, video and animation clips.
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In the Macintosh world, SuperCard, formerly HyperCard, is an evident 
predecessor and role model to the ToolBook. It is similarly object-oriented and 
script-based.

3.5 Evaluate and refine

Evaluation of the user interface design is an on-going process and should be an 
integral part of development. A good designer evaluates as he designs. Since 
people tend to be blind to their own mistakes, it is crucial to involve formal 
evaluations and discussion to the design process throughout its existence.

3.5.1 Test methods

The easiest way to receive feedback on the designs is to consult colleagues. 
The other members of the design team have almost certainly thought some 
details in a slightly different manner. This dialog inside the design group can 
cut down the most obvious mistakes.

Using evaluations that involve people outside the actual development group 
can enlarge the perspective. Formal evaluations and usability test should be 
conducted at significant milestones, in our case after each task.

Formal usability tests conducted in a laboratory give the most accurate view 
into the product usability. It should be noted that some products, for instance 
televisions, are usually used in group. This means that their usability attributes 
may be different when used alone. If resources allow, group testing should be 
conducted. Testing with more than one person allows bouncing off of ideas. 
For instance, how does audio-controlled device react to two separate, but 
controversal, commands given at same time.

3.5.2 Evaluating the product

The evaluations are necessary to ensure the user-centered approach in the 
design process. During the design it is vital to know, that the designed product 
reflects the intended use and that the performance targets and statutory safety 
guidelines can be met. The definition given for usability in Chapter 2.5 
illustrates the goals that a successful interface should have: leamability, 
efficiency, memorability, low error count and user satisfaction.

3.5.3 Suggestions for improvement and feedback to designers

The development team has a well defined picture of the product. They know it 
and its features best, but when it comes to evaluating the product, they can be 
too committed to their own designs. Designers or development partners should 
not be used as test subjects.
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3.5.4 Iteration

The whole design process is based on iteration. Several versions of the design 
are necessary so that one by one the bugs can be weeded out, and acceptable 
satisfaction level can be reached. After several rounds of observations, 
visualizations, prototyping and evaluating, the concept is mature enough to be 
implemented.

3.6 Implement

The product should be implemented when the level of satisfaction is adequate. 
It is vital to the process to maintain design integrity by referring back to initial 
user requirements. The whole process should be well-documented and 
accessible. Human factors experts should be consulted all along the process.

In the depicted two test cases this task was omitted. The DMC concept design 
project only wanted to assure the usability and practicality of the planned 
services, not to implement them or to invent new technical solutions. Our 
process only iterated within the first tasks.
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4. Case 1: Communication Services

Send me your message, if you can 
And break the silence, if you can 
I will know that you exist...

-Love Like Blood in ‘Fallacious world’

The next two chapters illustrate the two case concepts that were designed 
during the period between January 19th 1995 and January 16th 1996. Most of 
the material presented here is based on the project documentation.

The project was launched in January 1995 with a two-day workshop. The 
participating project partners were:

Technical Research Cetre of Finland: Veli-Pekka Räty, Anne Uski, Lea 
Lounela-Stenberg, Antti Tammela and Pentti Kolari.

Helsinki University of Technology: Marja-Riitta Koivunen, Marko Nieminen, 
Mika P. Nieminen and Sirpa Riihiaho.

Nokia Research Center: Panu Korhonen, Matti Nurmi, Juhani Vitikkala, Asko 
Komsi and Petri Piippo.

Nokia Consumer Electronics: Ilkka Kuuluvainen

Time table was set so that the first case would finish at the end of June 1995.

Some technical restrictions were set due to the television technology. The 
picture area in television is only 720 x 576 pixels, and because of the different 
picture formats a safety area of 11-15 percent must be left to all sides. In order 
to generate good enough picture it was decided to use 16 bit colors enabling 
over 65 000 unique colors on the screen. The transmission channel was 
specified to be ‘wide enough’. Delays in the system would be less than 0.2 
seconds for single instruction or command, and less than 2 seconds to make the 
initial connection to the service provider. The value adding services would be 
delivered through a set-top box and additional devices would be available on 
demand.

4.1 Introduction

Communication Services was a hard concept to grab, because we did not know 
what it was exactly supposed to cover. Interactive communication using 
television seemed to correlate with video telephony a bit too easily, and we 
took it to our mission to find more ways to interact.
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4.2 Observation

During observation task, we tried to gather more information about 
communicating in general and methods of communicating via different media. 
Due to the fact that we were designing a whole new concept, we could not rely 
on previous products. First task was to use wild innovation to outline what the 
planned service would look, or even better, feel like? What would the end-user 
want to use the product for? What forms of media would he appreciate? Then 
we searched for designs close to our planned service and looked into them 
more deeply.

Due to the delayed start of the project, some aspects of the observation task 
were conducted in parallel to the visualization. This way the new ideas and 
concepts were given more time to mature and iterate during visualization task.

4.2.1 What are Communication Services?

At the beginning, we defined Communication Services to contain all the 
multimedia communication needs one could ever imagine, to leave the room to 
maneuver in the future. Our aim was to design a concept that fulfills all end- 
users' communication needs. Transferred information or data could be visual 
images, text, sound and speech or any combination of these - preferably 
real-time multimedia. The decision should be left to the users, and our concept 
should support their choices flexibly. The communication methods considered 
were: Video telephony or video conferencing, conventional telephony, 
electronic mail, talk servers and information retrieval system among others. All 
of these should also have appropriate answering service capabilities.

4.2.2 Services for the future

As mentioned, one of the outlined services was video telephony i.e. video 
conferencing. Since our product was scheduled to come out after the end of the 
century, we thought the matter should be thought in a quite broad sense: not as 
a series of slow motion still pictures, but a flexible life-like telepresence with 
hi-fi sound and motion tracking. The cameras could follow the person while he 
moved around the apartment or he could have a conversation with another 
person via large picture wall. In other words the user should not have to talk to 
a jaggedly moving image of someone's head in a tiny video telephone.

The participant would emerge into a normal conversation with his opponent. 
The quality of the transmission, and the size and position of the display (most 
likely futuristic NOKIA television) would create a natural environment for 
social conduct. The product should make it easy to meet people, and exchange 
ideas between them.
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The designs were made according to DMC views of the future. In year 2002 
there should be enough bandwidth to support the planned applications through 
progress in technology, for instance, in ATM switching . The graphic 
properties of television will not hinder the design: motion tracking and speech 
recognition are in everyday use, and data compression hardware is fast and 
cheap.

4.2.3 Existing technical solutions 

Video telephony and video conferencing

Using live video image to communicate is an essential part of Communication 
Services. Consideration should be given to the placement of camera(s), size 
and orientation of the display, physical constraints on the behalf of technology 
and ethical restrictions and differences in cultural backgrounds. To the users, it 
is important to know what their opponent sees, and that he cannot see us 
without our consent. All of these factors were given consideration during the 
visualization task.

It is also important to find out what kind of information we must be ready to 
transfer. There can rise a need to share a document or a sketch on a shared 
whiteboard during a conversation. Most desktop conferencing tools support 
these features and so should our concept.

CSCW applications and groupware

Because the planned service can be seen as a powerful communication tool, it 
should support parallel tasks to some extent. Users should be able to use local 
databases and archives simultaneously to real-time connection. Users should be 
able to show earlier made images or other audio-visual data. This kind of 
document and object sharing can be characterized to belong in 
CSCW(Computer-Supported Cooperative Work) or groupware applications.

Communication methods can be characterized using a time/space matrix 
depicted in Figure 4.1. It separates the different types of groupware by 
analyzing where and when the partisipants are performing the cooperative 
work [Preece et al., 1993].
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same place different place

same time face-to-face
conversation

telephone

different
time

post-it note letter

Figure 4.1: Time/space matrix for CSCW

The client specified the planned service to be a pure consumer product, with 
no support towards working. Nevertheless, problems concerning usability and 
user interface design are the same. How to add powerful functionalities, 
without making the product unusable?

Multimedia information systems

Everyday multimedia does not have to be spectacular. Instead, it must be 
useful. The text services in television are not very eye pleasing, but they give 
useful information and therefore encourage people to use them.

Internet has become ‘common knowledge’ during the past years. People in the 
academic and business world have used electronic mail for years, but now each 
and everyone can have it. E-mail, news servers, IRC (Internet Relay Chat) are 
all powerful communication forums; IRC even in real time. They could find 
new and larger audiences, if offered in the right context and format. WWW 
(World Wide Web) tries to make Internet look like a one big network with its 
many graphic interfaces. This is the way the common user can understand and 
benefit from telecommunication.

Parts of large Finnish newspapers Iltalehti and Kauppalehti have started to 
come out in electronic format. This service named OtaOnline runs on WWW 
and here is what the designers of Otaonline say about it:

‘OtaOnline - A New Kind of An Electronic Media: The printing and publishing 
industry is rapidly converging with electronic media, such as video, audio and 
telecommunications. News can easily and rapidly be accessed electronically 
through computer networks as soon as the news material (text, pictures, video 
and audio clips) has been edited into a suitable format. This electronic 
newspaper of the future can look very different from the newspaper we are 
reading at the breakfast table today [Otaonline, 1995].’ See Figure 5.9.
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Interactive entertainment systems and games

Several real-time interactive role playing games are running through out the 
Internet. The oldest and most well known of these are the MUDs (Multi User 
Dungeon). In a MUD, number of people share a virtual world, which is 
transmitted to them as textual descriptions. The player moves from one 'room' 
to another. While doing this, he can read from his display the room description 
and information about objects and other players at that specific 'room'. 
Multiple actions are supported from talking to other players to smiling and 
even bouncing (jumping around erratically). Usually a MUD is built to 
resemble a fictious world involving fantasy monsters etc. In the future, these 
themes will probably grow to be full motion-supported virtual games with 
wide operating area. Then perhaps people from all over the world can 
communicate via life-like telepresences in an environment or world of their 
choice. All MUDs are designed and implemented by university students and 
they are non-profitable.

Television has lately increased its effort to support interaction. Game shows 
like ‘HUGO!’ or ‘Game Over’ have become exceedingly popular. Telecom 
Finland has even tried interactive television commercials.

4.2.4 Conducted observations 

Video telephony for elderly people

Observation took place at Myyrmäki, Vantaa on March 2nd, 1995. The video 
telephony experiment was part of the RACE II program, and took place in 
several homes for the elderly people. The system enables the end-user, or the 
client, to call for help or services to a service center by using a video telephone 
(VT) terminal in his home. Correspondingly, the service center staff members 
can make a VT call to the client.

The services provided are: safety service, advice and guidance service, training 
service, health care service, pastoral care and servicer-servicer communication 
[Lounela-Stenberg; Perälä, 1994]. Keeping the elderly people company and 
having pleasant chats via VT was encouraged during the experiment.

During observation, we were not able to see the actual users, so gathered 
information is based on the findings of the project staff.
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The clients had used the equipment fairly little time, and the contacts had 
remained few, say two or three times a month. The video telephone was mainly 
used to get answers to questions the clients earlier would have used the 
telephone for. The safety call was found most beneficial service. The clients 
were able to make it in a satisfactory way and service providers were able to 
receive the call well. The clients would have probably used the VT more often, 
but they were aware of the increased work load of the service provider (health 
care staff), and were unanxious to use it.

The clients were very worried about the confidentiality. When talking on the 
telephone, it is customed to believe that only one person is hearing you. On the 
VT, the client has to rely on the service provider's word that no-one else is 
looking at the picture. Moreover at the client-end, the sound is heard through 
loudspeakers, which makes it more difficult for the client to remember that the 
service center uses handset, and that only the staff member speaking can hear 
his voice.

When talking on the telephone, it is sometimes difficult for elderly people to 
differentiate between several service providers and to know exactly who they 
are talking to. With the use of VT, the clients found it easier to know who they 
were talking to and they also liked to see a friendly face. This makes it easier 
for the elderly to learn to recognize the service providers.

The service provider thought that some illnesses like skin deceases could be 
diagnosed via VT. There has also been discussion about health band that would 
measure client’s vital signs, in order to help administer telemedicine.

Some of the elderly people thought that they would use the system more 
frequently, if they could call to their friends and families outside the home.

Desktop conferencing with In Person

InPerson™ is a multimedia desktop conferencing tool for Silicon Graphics 
workstations such as the Indy, Indigo and Indigo2. Each conference includes 
audio and either a video or a static image of the participants. Use of shared 
whiteboard and shared shelf is optional on a per-conference basis. Systems that 
lack audio and/or video hardware can still use the shared whiteboard.

A conference can be placed on hold, or it can be viewed or listened without 
transmitting audio or video. This allows the user to simultaneously work on 
projects, while monitoring the progress of a conference. The user can also hold 
an impromptu private conversation in his office without disturbing the ongoing 
conference. A person in HOLD or PRIVATE modes are presented with down- 
drawn curtains.

Each conference can have 2 to 6 participants. Due to the use of multicasting, 
total network bandwidth usage scales linearly with the number of participants.
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The InPerson product consists of several programs: the phone, the conference 
view and the whiteboard. The InPerson program is a phone tool that can be 
seen on the desktop. The view program opens the main conference window, 
managing all audio and video actions, the shared shelf and the whiteboard. 
The whiteboard program is opened by the view when a user asks to open it. 
These two programs are started on behalf of the user by InPerson.

The whiteboard is similar to the whiteboard or chalkboard that can be found in 
a conference room. Each person in the conference has a unique marker that he 
can use to sketch or write notes on the board. People can also take screen and 
video snapshots and place them on the board. The toolbar along the left edge of 
the whiteboard page has tools for drawing, typing, taking snapshots, selecting 
colors, text styles and line styles, and adding new pages.

The shelf is a shared space. Files placed on the shelf are instantly accessible to 
all persons in the conference. You can bring the file to the local file system by 
clicking on an icon and dragging it from the shelf to one of the local 
directories.

During our brief trial of the InPerson system, it proved to have several useful 
ideas. All participants have their own cursor to draw and point at objects in the 
whiteboard. These are visible to other users. Blank pages can be added to draw 
upon, and text files can be imported to the whiteboard. At a fast look, the 
system does not have object locking, so if something is deleted by any of the 
participants, it is lost for good.

Our first impression of the InPerson was positive. The system operated 
consistently and supported multiple windows with ease. Only the sizes of the 
picture windows should have been larger. The application is designed as a 
CSCW tool, thus shareable whiteboard is prioritized over larger pictures of the 
users. This makes it uncomfortable to use as a communications tool, because 
when talking to another person one likes to see other’s facial expressions and 
hand movements. This non-verbal communication helps to get into the right 
atmosphere to conduct fruitful information exchange. In InPerson the line of 
sight is too narrow to allow this.

Intercom Ontario Project

A community-built network was tested in a large scale in a trial in Newmarket, 
Canada. Central to the Intercom trial is an interactive community. The first 
stage of this community will consist of a new subdivision of ‘smart’ homes in 
Newmarket Ontario networked with Toronto's universities, primary and 
secondary schools, libraries, museums, galleries, and a range of small to large 
businesses. Intercom will offer a wide range of services in order to provide a 
reasonable prediction of how ordinary Ontarians will use the "electronic 
highway", and the resultant changes in work and play patterns.
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By providing homeowners an integrated suite of services throughout their 
homes in an affordable price, Intercom tries to find out which services people 
want to use, and how they want to access them [Intercom, 1994].

4.2.5 Who communicates

It is expected that the planned service will be used with different number of 
participants. Therefore the system must be able to adapt to multiple 
configurations, not only concerning how many connections are handled at a 
time, but also how many participants are located at each connection.

It is thought that the Communication Services will run on the main television 
display in living room. This suggests that most of the time there will be more 
than one person in the room. The system must enable both narrow one-person 
camera view, and a wider scope to fit group of people to the broadcasted 
image. The audio output should also support multiple users, so that when 
needed the users can hear the sounds from loudspeakers. Nevertheless, a single 
user might want to restrict the audio on a cellular phone or some kind of 
headset. If the system supports multiple cameras, there should also be some 
sort of a protocol to administer the control of the transmission to different 
members of the group, resemblingthe tools used in video conferencing these 
days.

Some resemblance can be seen to loudspeaker telephones, where several 
people can talk to each other simultaneously. Social behavior dictates the pace 
of the conversation. This kind of overlapping dialog becomes easier when also 
visual information is available.

4.2.6 What needs to be communicated in real time

Communication Services is a lot more than just technologically driven need to 
transmit data faster by the minute. There is a great deal of social conduct 
involved that inflicts great pressure to the designed system and this should 
especially be taken to consideration when planning the services. Human to 
human communication is based on recognition, familiarity and trust. All 
observations show the importance of facial image in the communication. 
Picture of the person or persons being talked to should be visible at all times. If 
by some reason the other party refuses to transmit live video image, the system 
should use earlier recorded still picture. Other communicationable material 
could be offered through a separate document camera or as a digitized data 
from the surrounding system.
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The structure of data varies greatly in relation to time. During the day, 
communications can be estimated to be briefer and contain more non-social 
data. If the system is used to conduct business, the need to share documents 
will come forward. In the evening users could be characterized to make more 
social calls, just to talk to people without any strict efficiency needs. Activities 
from hobbies, such as painting or playing an instrument to gymnastics lessons, 
could be taught using interactive telecommunications.

Possible activities when telepresent with someone else are for instance:

• Interactive painting: The user may get lessons from Leonardo Da 
Vinci in person.

• Distributed orchestral rehearsals: Musicians from all around the world 
can practice and perform together.

• Game playing.

• Virtual traveling: Transporting data is much more economical and 
clean than moving atoms, people or products [Negroponte, 1995].

• Sharing a movie with others: In the future spending quality time with 
someone does not mean you have to be in the same physical place 
with them.

4.2.7 Need to know what is being transmitted

When visual images are being transmitted in real time, a question of who is 
controlling the outgoing message rises. The cameras should be able to be 
turned off, if situation states so. One does not answer to visually active video 
telephone, if one has just come out of sauna wearing only a towel.

It would be nice to control the cameras at your communication partner’s home. 
Being able to zoom and pan the cameras could increase the efficiency of the 
connection, but ethically it is questionable. Does one answer to a video 
telephone, if possible strangers can take a look around one's apartment? In 
most cases the cameras should be controlled by the owner. If the need rises, 
the owner can adjust the camera view.

The user should see the outgoing image all the time, so he can reconfigure the 
system and assure himself that the system is working properly. To see what 
gëts transmitted gives assurance and feeling of control.
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4.2.8 Asynchronous communication

When there is no demand for real-time communication the faced problems are 
a bit different. The user can always prescreen the message before sending it to 
the receiver. If the messages are electronic mail, a news article or video 
telephone mail, the user can record it and view it until he is pleased with the 
message. After this the finished message object is transmitted to desired 
receiver or service. The mechanism for producing the text will be given 
thought during the Visualization task. There might be need to have a separate r 
keyboard to complete longer messages. However for identification tasks and 
menu selections the normal remote control functions should be adequate.

4.2.9 Outlines of an acceptable communication medium

Too often, we find ourselves traveling to other cities just to meet another 
person for a few minutes conversation. If communications were upgraded 
enough, would it save a lot of traveling?

Visual quality or resolution of the communication medium should be adequate, 
so that even the smallest of details could be transmitted using it. Our product is 
designed to have at least the same quality as television.

Delays should be minimized to enable natural dialog. Half a second can often 
be seen to make the difference: when delays exceed it, people will feel unease 
waiting for the answers to their questions or remarks.

The user should be given enough feedback, so that he can be certain of the 
reliability and confidentiality of the connection. If our concept will have easy 
message recording and retransmitting service, we must be sure to inform the 
other part of the connection that recording is happening. Suggested approach 
could be to use icons representing both the audio security (handset vs. 
loudspeakers) and video recording. These problems can be viewed as an ethical 
decision towards individual’s intimacy, and they stand in a major role when 
people make their choice to use our product.

Our product will shape the users behavior. The users may not want other 
people to see their homes as they are, but tend to stage a set or stage in front of 
the television to bring up a brighter image of themselves. Should our system 
support digital background images, that would separate the users from their 
environments? Businessmen might not want their competitors to see their 
confidential papers on their desks when they call to each other.

The planned service could have different kinds of filters. The user could put a 
default mode on acknowledged connections. For example: If my mother calls, 
show the visual; If a call comes outside my acquaintances, no visual. These 
settings could of course be modified during the communication.
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In December 1993 Nieminen, Rinne and Söderman [Nieminen et al., 1993] 
conducted a telephone questionnaire in the Helsinki area. Approximately 200 
people from all age and social groups were interviewed in it and asked, among 
other questions, if they thought video telephone to be worth developing and if 
they wanted to have one at home. Only 50 % of the interviewed people wanted 
a video telephone, 14 % had no definite opinion on the matter, and 36 % did 
not want a video telephone. Most frequent reason for not wanting it, was that it 
invades privacy. When the technology becomes available and people get 
customed to it, the opposition will decrease. This acceptance through 
familiarity and availability has happened to Internet during the last few years.

4.2.10 User profiles

This chapter describes one user profile to demonstrate what kind of 
information should be known about the users in order to make functioning 
scenarios.

Jacqueline is a 35 years old teacher from Paris, France. She is married and has 
two young children. She has the temperament that reflects her independent way 
of life. Her hobbies are shopping, painting, drawing and theater. She takes care 
of her appearance and likes to wear black clothes. Because her husband utilizes 
the family's automobile, she is forced to use public transports (Metro). With 
small children this is not convenient, so she really appreciates good 
communication possibilities. In her work as a French teacher (that being the 
native language) she has learned to use most of the latest gadgets from video 
recorders to multimedia.

4.2.11 Scenarios

This chapter illustrates Jacqueline’s communication needs and habits through 
describing her divorce process.

Jacqueline gets divorced

Jacqueline has begun to doubt her husband's faithfulness, and she has discussed 
this with her best friend using video telephone. During this conversation she 
repeatedly referred to the message her husband left to their answering machine. 
In this message Jack (the husband) is seen beside his secretary in a car. 
Explanation for missing the dinner is the usual one: Too much work. 
Jacqueline shows, or shares, the video message with her friend in a window 
visible to both of them.

After hanging up, Jacqueline orders meals for the children from the local 
Chinese restaurant by simply selecting items from the restaurants interactive 
menú. There is a field indicator that shows the price that the service will 
automatically charge from her credit account.
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After dinner the kids use multi-point video telephony to do homework 
interactively. During this, they show their homeworks to other children and 
change ideas of how to accomplish different tasks. All the time they see each 
other, and when needed, they share a document.

Jacqueline decides to rest for a while, but she is shortly interrupted when the 
phone rings. She looks a bit dozy, so she turns off the live video image before 
answering. Her husband's parents call to ask about the storms that have been 
going on for a few days. Jacqueline assures her parents-in-law that all is fine 
and promises to check that all is well at their shared summer cottage. After 
talking chit-chat for a while, they finish, and Jacqueline calls to the automatic 
security number of their summer cottage. The system informs that all windows 
and doors are shut and that there is no damage to the property. Just to be sure 
Jacqueline opens a video channel to see inside the cottage, and is quite shocked 
to find his husband there performing intimate activities with his secretary. 
Staggered Jacqueline hangs up the surveillance call.

Now that Jacqueline has confirmed her suspicions about her husband, she 
contacts the 24 hour information service. There she is given all information 
needed to get a clean and quick divorce. Some phone numbers concerning 
women's liberation organizations and such are also administered.

Jacqueline has had enough. She decides to move immediately to live with her 
girl friend and take the children with her. She leaves a message for her husband 
using profane phrases and attaches the video clip taped from the cottage. After 
contacting her friend and organizing their arrival, she redirects her calls to her 
friend's phone number.

Next day Jacqueline uses her friend's phone just like her own, because the 
terminal adapts to its user. She finds herself a good lawyer from a list under 
lawyers in the service server. After electronically signing contract, she receives 
full instruction through electronic mail. All money settlements and visiting 
rights are also conducted using e-mail. Jacqueline has no desire to see her to-be 
ex-husband, not even on video phone screen.

Key actions:

• Video telephony and video telephone answering machine

• Electronic mail

• Automated charging and price feedback

• Consultation and information retrieval services

• Security surveillance
• Multi-point video conferencing
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Visual image of the user interface

The main display is a large video wall, that has camera fitted into it. The 
close-up camera is situated in the middle of the display, thus allowing the 
illusion of eye contact. A separate document camera is located near the main 
display. Other cameras can be placed to different rooms. There is a separate 
cellular phone that enables the user to move in the room while communicating. 
The cameras can be programmed to follow the user's movements during 
conversations, although the user may also restrict camera movement or close 
visual connections. The cellular phone has a small display and camera (like in 
View Cam), so the user can use it autonomously. This enables higher privacy; 
If a conversation is not suitable to be held in the main living room, the user 
may take the cellular phone and talk it over in some other room. The separate 
camera, located in the remote control or cellular phone, also lets the user show 
things that are out of the fixed camera reach.

Most of the actions on the UI are represented by icons or pop-up menus. All 
messages and connections should be seen in their own windows. Also outgoing 
image is shown as most of the users prefer to see it. Direct manipulation should 
be used whenever possible. The user should be able to drag-and-drop objects to 
communication windows when he wants to show the objects to the person(s) 
on the opposite side of the connection. These objects could be either film 
strips, e-mail messages, still pictures or drawings, document camera shots or 
what ever data object the user can access from the system.

4.2.12 Scenario snippets

It is often productive to write down also short action sequences to illustrate 
different usage of the planned concept. These everyday situations add flavour 
to the scenarios. The following scenario snippets are part of the Jacqueline 
scenario.

• Daily Aerobics program comes when needed (usually round 7:30 
a.m.) on television with VOD (Video-on-demand). The 
Communication Services provide Jacqueline with personal trainer to 
help with different moves and exercises. Jacqueline also passes the 
information onwards; sometimes she works out with her 84 year old 
mother through Communication Services.

• Before leaving to work, she can check with her secretary or automated 
time manager about last minute changes to her calendar.

• Weather and traffic reports can be easily accessed via Communication 
Services. Live images from the worst traffic jam areas can be found 
there.

• The children are much easier to wake up through in-house video 
telephone call than walking all the way upstairs.
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• During the day, Jacqueline can contact the children in school to tell 
them she will come home a bit late today. She asks them to call her if 
anything special happens.

• In the evening, Jacqueline takes an interactive drawing class, where 
she can consult the teacher about her progress and show him her 
works. The teacher can draw on top of Jacqueline’s drawing to 
demonstrate different techniques.

• Jeanie (the older daughter) develops a strange ache on her throat. 
Jacqueline calls her mother and shows Jeanie's condition to her. After 
looking into Jeanie's mouth, and due to being a former nurse, 
grandmother tells Jacqueline not to worry, and orders the girl to drink 
some good old Garlic milk.

• Catherine is two years old. She wants to show her grandmother the 
pictures she has drawn. While grandmother is looking the pictures she 
also wants to serve some tea and biscuits from her toy tea set. Playing 
is easier when grandmother can see when Catherine is passing her 
something.

4.2.13 Outlining the planned product

At the observation task debriefing with the client it became clear that some of 
the aspects presented in this chapter will be dealt with in other DMC projects. 
This is why multi-point video conferencing systems, security surveillance and 
information retrieval services will be omitted from now on. This leaves video 
telephony and electronic mail to be the key functions of the Communication 
Services concept.

4.3 Visualization

During visualization task, our main goal was to find a visually pleasing way to 
enable desired activities found during the observation task. The first 
visualizations were more like outlines gathering all the functionalities into the 
same model. During iterative steps the prototype started to take its shape and 
size. Most of the outlined functionalities could be met, but unfortunately some 
aspects of the service had to be dropped or modified, mainly due to hardware 
constraints. This chapter displays the development of the visualization, and can 
be seen as a partial system history for the planned service. All the pictures are 
screen shots from the prototypes.
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4.3.1 Functional design

This chapter illustrates the first three versions of the Communication Services. 
These prototypes only outline the main functions, and therefore do not have 
any special graphics. Interface elements are represented with standard 
ToolBook buttons and text fields. At this time, the project’s assigned graphic 
designer was unavailable due to client’s other projects.

In all versions, the user has a remote control, where he has buttons for 
navigation, at least arrow up and down, and a few buttons for selecting. A 
special menu button is required. The functions and menu hierarchies are mostly 
the same; these models were used to evaluating the visual layouts.

Hierarchical structures are represented with ‘pipes’. ‘Main Menu | Browse 
messages’ means that the user has selected the ‘Browse messages’ action from 
the main menu.

In, Out and Private model

We called the first model an ‘In, Out and Private’model, because it has a total 
of four windows or image screens. All of these windows can display live video 
at the same time. The dark name signs on the screens are from top to bottom: 
Out, In and Private.

The largest screen is used to hold the menus when they are active. During use, 
it displays one of the smaller screens. The small screens show the outgoing and 
incoming pictures. Private window is reserved for viewing privacy. This could 
be used while searching for a particular message or document.

Actions are launched by selecting an appropriate alternative from the lists or 
menus presented here by groups of buttons. When these virtual buttons are 
pressed the system either displays a group of new alternatives or executes the 
desired action.
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Pressing the ‘Make a Call’ button gives the user a list of names and associated 
numbers. The number can appear with the name entry, or in a separate field. 
Some means to manage the content of the phonebook should be provided.

Figure 4.3: Phonebook

If the user wants to call to a number that is not in the list, he has two choices. 
He may add it to the list, or simply insert the number and call to it without the 
phonebook. At this point, there was still place reserved for connection 
preferences. Later these were moved to separate system preferences.

The phonebook may use the extra space below the main screen to show longer 
lists. User tests will show what length is acceptable. The different shades of 
gray in the pictures only illustrate the size and shape of the large video screen.

All buttons with the ARROW-sign such as the ‘Main menu’ button in the 
Phonebook are intended to be virtual or non-existent. This means that the 
action is selected by using a button in the remote control, and that there is no 
real button visible in the interface.

Thank you for using
Communication Services

■.....................
Dialing We are dialing your call

livale 1 Ф Answer

Ф Nn Answer

Figure 4.4: Dialing a call
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The ‘Answer’ and ‘No Answer’ buttons were used to select the outcome of the 
call. The dialing sequence can be aborted, if the called person does not answer 
the phone. If connection is established, the system will hide the menus and 
show the opponent’s image on the large screen. The smaller screens will 
display their designated pictures as shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Screen layout during conversation

The system was designed to support almost all of its functions during 
connection. If there is a connection and user activates the menus, the 
appropriate small windows will continue to show the outgoing and incoming 
images. This helps to continue natural dialog even if the user browses the other 
functions of the system.

The next picture shows the Browse Messages view, where a user can view or 
listen the incoming messages. If there is an active connection, the message can 
be sent to the opponent. Simple support tools for message box editing are 
required.

this window shows 
out going video If 
there is an active 
connection

Uris window shows 
In coming video If 
there Is an active 
connection

This window could 
show о still image 
til every hilited 
selection

Messages... sort: time ol arrival
¡Gigglings from Egypt 4.4. sledge:oe&

Lunch tomorrow? 3.4. -Cindy

Oelurn car or... 2.4. -Hertz

It's a boy f.4. -Nurse N.

Merry Xmas 24.12 -S. Claus

Main Menu : 111

Show Me

Send Out

Figure 4.6: Main Menu | Browse Messages
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Figure 4.7 shows a view of the Send a Message component. The user may send 
messages to other users with it. First the message format is chosen from the 
given list: Video, telephone or e-mail messages are supported. The list of 
media types can be augmented during the design process.

Would you like to send
Video telephone message: j

1 dephone message |

■................. . i Ml Electronic mail

Private".... .. ......... ...... ф Main Menu j

Figure 4.7: Main Menu | Send a Message

In case of video telephone and telephone messages the system will allow the 
user to record the message. After that, he may either view it or simply send it 
to the recipient. The menu options should be context sensitive, so the user 
knows what he can and cannot do.

This window has now the image of the

Main Menu

Figure 4.8: Recording a video message

Start recording ^|i Main Menu

Review recording

Send message

Figure 4.9: Detail: Menus are context sensitive
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In case of an e-mail message, the user is prompted for the address, the subject 
and the message. Simple text editor should be included.

Priât»

Го: dc1ault@noltla.Mim

Subject;

-Message follows this llne-

heippa Cindy

: Main Menu

Send message

Figure 4.10: Writing an e-mail message

Hierarchical menus and zoomable windows model

The second model has only two windows. The menu structures are mostly the 
same as in the Tn, Out and Private’ model. However, they are located on a 
separate space on the bottom of the screen. In this way, they do not use the 
space reserved for the large window.

Figure 4.11 : Two window model

We also attempted to create a memory path using hierarchical menus. The user 
can at any given time see what he has selected previously, and he can always 
back-track his choice or return directly to the main menu by pressing the Menu 
button. The design uses maximum of three levels to accomplish any given task.

When user selects an item from the list, the next level of choices is revealed. 
The previous level will disable the items, that cannot be selected, hence giving 
the user a memory path of his earlier doings.
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Call to...

Make a Call

Browse Messages
Car lUntol agency

Kyitra I'rliTi-H'i' :

Figure 4.12: Making a call

Answer 1

Thank you for using
Communication Services

We are dialing your call via

ф No Answer

♦ 

Call to...
h-«aD-CINDV 1

Make a Call iM«»er at Hometown. USA
Abort dialing

Browse Messages Girlfriend Cindy C.

Send a Message Cor fietilal flgcncy

System Pefereitcea Hospital

Figure 4.13: Dialing view

Just as in the first model, there are a few non-existent ‘virtual’ buttons for 
demonstrative purposes.

After the connection to the communication partner is established, the user can 
either hang up the phone to end the conversation or go to the main menu 
(see Figure 4.14).
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Figure 4.14: Active connection

It is also possible to zoom the picture of the caller. In this case the sizes of the 
opponent’s and caller’s windows are reversed. This may be used when the user 
wants to have a closer look at himself to show something to the opponent, or a 
message is being shared and viewed together.

Figure 4.15: Closer look on the outgoing picture 

When user unzooms, he returns to the view shown in Figure 4.14.
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The ‘Browse Messages’ menu in Figure 4.16 is likewise to the first model. It 
is thought to be a scrollable list with 3-6 lines.

When user selects a message he is presented the possible choices. He may view 
the message (show me), or share it with the opponent (send out). Only 
‘Delete’ command is used to manage the list. This last selection level could use 
the custom buttons, such as the color buttons, in the remote control.

Figure 4.17: Viewing messages

‘Send a message’ uses the same style as the earlier Message Browser. Selection 
of the message type is made from a list, and the user is guided to create the 
message.
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Figure 4.18: Send a Message

The memory path starting from the main menu and finishing to the final level 
of choice becomes evident when recording a message.

Figure 4.19: Recording a video message

Again the electronic mail requires a special attention in the form of a text 
editor.
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Figure 4.20: Writing an e-mail message

Hidden menus with full screen option

Last of the original three models has a full screen image.

Figure 4.21 : Full screen and hidden menu

The menu is hidden behind a toolbar that can be reached using the menu button 
in the remote control. When the menu is opened, the first level of the choices is 
shown.
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Figure 4.22: Opened menu

The menu hierarchy is the same as in the earlier models, so it will not be 
repeated here.

User’s own image is optionally visible and it is called a mirror. When needed, 
the user may make it visible. The ‘Show mirror’ action places it on the top-left 
comer of the picture. Because the own image is on top of the incoming picture, 
it is necessary to be able to select the place where it appears. It is be estimated 
that choice of four comers would be adequate.

Figure 4.23: Mirror is now visible

When using a full screen picture, the other choice is to shrink the picture 
whenever the menu functions are needed. That way the menus would not have 
to be placed on top of the picture. We decided to alter the picture’s aspect 
ratios so that the menus would stretch from the bottom of the screen. The 
incoming picture would become somewhat distorted, but still it offers more 
information than a picture half its size.
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Figure 4.24: Stretched picture, menus from the bottom

Conclusions of the first visualizations

In the debriefing at the end of visualization task, these three models were 
presented to the client, and evaluated. All the models had both advantages and 
disadvantages, so putting parts of all three together seemed necessary.

The idea of the first model with concrete windows for both outgoing, incoming 
and private images was appreciated. It gave the user something stable to hold 
on to when using the planned service.

The zoomable window of the second model seemed nice, and it could be used 
similarly to the full screen display of the third model.

Hierarchical menus would help user’s place orientation and navigation in the 
system, but physical constraints made their use impossible. Television 
resolution and picture area were too limited to fit so much small text into the 
screen.

4.3.2 Graphical design

The importance of good graphic design in interfaces cannot be overrated. This 
chapter demonstrates the improvement in the models, when an experienced 
graphic designer was involved with the development. During these changes in 
the visual appearance, the functions and their mappings to the remote control 
were also changed and rethinked. At this time we had to commit in using the 
standard Nokia television remote control depicted in Figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.25: The remote control, enhanced with small keyboard

Television styled design

Only the ‘Phonebook’ view to the Communication Services is present here. In 
time it became the main view to the system. Changes to its visual image were 
reflected to the prototype in general.

First thing to be changed was the background and placing of the screens. More 
space was left between the screen to open up the design. Background pattern 
and colors were introduced to the interface.
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Father

ADD A NUMBER 

REMOVE A DUM a ER 

CONNECTION SETUf- 

MAIN MENU

Figure 4.26: First backgroimd design with the phonelist

The interface has a scrollable list containing the phonebook entries. The 
separate number field is placed on top of the screen, because there is no 
specific place for it yet. The tag icons in front of the entries are check boxes. 
The color buttons refering to the remote control are located on the bottom of 
the screen on top of each other. The button colors from top to bottom are: Red, 
green, yellow and blue.

After this, the design was modified step by step to enable desired functions, 
and its details were polished when time was available. The space below the 
larger screen was reserved for the color buttons, leaving some space to have 
context sensitive labels.

The most significant new idea was the two dimensional navigation, thought up 
by the graphic designer.

Figure 4.27: Two dimensional navigation

Button colors in Figure 4.27, and all of the following figures are: top-left red, 
bottom-left green, top-right yellow and bottom-right blue.
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The highest menu level was tied to the horizontal movement using the arrow 
keys. Whereas the vertical arrows let the user choose items from the given lists. 
Preliminary icons were drawn to represent the main level: Make a Call, 
Message Browser, Send a Message and Preferences.

The icons were good, but more guidance was needed. Therefore, a text field 
was added to name the different states of the system. The OK-button was also 
mapped to the lower right box, and it was reserved to be used for most likely 
actions in every state. The actions were placed with consistency, and most of 
the buttons canceled their earlier action, if pressed twice, such as Add and. 
Delete. The graphic designer put final touches in the scroll bar, which was 
placed on the right side.

Figure 4.28: Phonebook with slightly higher detail and button bindings

In the final version the buttons were identical to those in the remote control. 
The graphics were presented in high color graphic mode (16.7 million unique 
colors) giving the buttons quite a realistic three dimentional shading.

Figure 4.29: Final version, with the private screen
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The private screen is still in the model in Figure 4.29. It was omitted during 
very last modifications, when we found no real use for it.

4.4 The final prototype

This chapter describes the final prototype of the Communication Services. The 
usability tests were conducted to this version. Most of its interface features and 
functions will be stated here. Screen shots of all main views will be presented. 
The reader is reminded that in Appendices A and В both of the prototypes are 
illustrated in color.

When the user first starts to use the system, the Phonebook is empty. There 
might be a need to have a service for searching numbers from a full 
Phonebook. However, this is a personal phonebook containing frequently used 
numbers. There is no connection, so the smaller screens are blank. Note that 
the info text on top is aligned to the icon frame.

Figure 4.30: Empty Phonebook

Figure 4.31 : Phonebook with entries and two tags
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The selected item is highlighted with a white bar with the OK-button on the 
right side. The button bindings and functions change relating to the position of 
the highlight (or selection) in the list. The next picture shows how the Tag 
editing commands in Figure 4.31 are replaced with Page movement commands 
in Figure 4.32, when selection part of the list ends and normal number entries 
begin.

Figure 4.32: Phonebook view showing the Page Up and Page Down functions

Figure 4.33: Message browser

The Message Browser lets the user view, listen or read the received messages. 
Icons in front of each line show the type of the message: Video, audio and e- 
mail respectively. In this view, the separate field below shows the subject of 
the message instead of the telephone number. The only color binded action is 
Delete. Similarly to the way actions are managed on television, there are no 
confirmations after actions. A message can be viewed with the OK-button.
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Figure 4.34: Send a Message

Send a Message view lets the user send messages of different types. OK-button 
is context sensitive: Its text changes from ‘Record’ to ‘Write’, when an e-mail 
message is selected.

Figure 4.35: Preferences

Preferences view allows the user to select how the system operates at home. 
For instance, he may want to insert a still picture to be used when the live 
picture is disabled. In the Preferences television loudspeakers can also be 
toggled on or off.

When the user wants to add a number, he presses the Add button (red) in the 
Phonebook, after which he is given a window shown in Figure 4.36. After 
inserting the correct name, he may insert number by pressing the down arrow 
to switch to the lower text field. The arrow sign shows available directions of 
movement.
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Figure 4.36: Adding new numbers

Figure 4.37: Inserting a new number

After inserting the number, the user can press Save to save the new entry and 
exit the editor mode.

Figure 4.38: Editing old number, in this case during conversation
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When the user wants to change a value of a phonebook item, he presses Edit 
(green) in Phonebook. Similar window appears with the item values, and the 
user may change the value of the phone entry. Tags that are the fast selection 
list selectors, may be administered here. Tags are represented by a green ball in 
front of the items. A tagged item is copied to the beginning of the otherwise 
alphabetical phonebook.

Figure 4.39: Selecting an entry for the fast selection list

When the user wishes to call someone, he selects a number from the 
phonebook and presses the OK-button, or he may dial directly without the 
phonebook by just pressing the number buttons. In the prototype the system 
makes the connection instantaneously and there is no connection delay.

Figure 4.40: Connection is established

The user can maximize the screen with the OK-button to use the whole 
television screen to display opponent’s image. Menu in the color button or the 
Menu-button in the remote control takes user to the main menu and enables 
him to use the system while communicating with someone. Red button hangs 
up the connection.
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Figure 4.41: Connection with whole screen image of the called person

555 61124

'¿¡¡si Pee* Up

ЯЁ PageDown

»0 о _чв S'
Mohamed Ali
Morrison Patricia
Mother ¡tí V

Ramses II <

Figure 4.42: Using menus with open connection

When the menu is selected during an open connection, some changes are made 
to the labeling of the action buttons. Understandably some actions are only 
possible during connection. For instance, the system can share a message item, 
or return to call only during a connection (see Figure 4.43).
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~?Г QS.06.-95 Sledge Hammer 
В07.05.-M Veijo Nokia 

0Й 04.-95 Clinton Bill

Good movie

<QBShow Message to Me 

■Moto
BiriSond Out Reivin to Cell

Figure 4.43: Message Browser with connection on

The message is displayed in the main display window. If it is sent out, it is also 
displayed in the outgoing image window as in Figure 4.45. Viewing a message 
in private is shown in Figure 4.44. After the message has been viewed or 
listened, the system will return to Message Browser. Viewing of a message can 
be aborted before the end of a message by pressing the

Figure 4.44: Viewing a video message in private
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Figure 4.45: Sending a video message out

When system receives new messages, an auditory feedback is given, and the 
new message icon will appear to the bottom left part of the window, which was 
formerly the private screen. This icon will disappear when a message is 
viewed.

Figure 4.46: New message has arrived

Sending a video message consists of first recording and optionally viewing the 
message and then sending it to the recipient. A started action can be canceled 
anytime during the recording. After ‘Send Recording’ is pressed, the system 
requests for an address, as depicted in the Figure 4.48.
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Figure 4.48: After recording user must fill in an address

Electronic mail is written in a simple text editor and sent when ready. Arrows 
are used to navigate from one field to another.
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Figure 4.49: Writing an e-mail message

4.5 Evaluation

The finished prototype was tested in the HUT usability laboratory. Most of the 
contents of this chapter is based on the Usability test report written by 
Marja-Riitta Koivunen and Mika P. Nieminen.

4.5.1 Goals and methods

A usability test was performed for the developed prototype. It focused on the 
overall navigation between the different parts of the system and the main 
functions of the service. The main functions were considered to be the 
following:

• making a call with a video phone,

• storing peoples’ names and numbers to a phonebook,
• reading messages and
• sending messages.

User observation and thinking aloud methods were used in the test. We created 
several integrated scenarios of the main tasks, and asked five users to go 
through the scenarios while thinking aloud. Since we were testing a prototype 
of a user interface concept, the test was kept rather informal. Our goal was to 
get qualitative information of the main concepts that worked or failed with 
normal users. We also applied the visual walkthrough method 
[Nieminen; Koivunen, 1995] by asking the users what they were looking at and 
how they understood the graphical signs.
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Before the test, a short questionnaire was given to the users. It acquired general 
information of users’ background and which communication methods they 
preferred. After the test, a short interview was performed. Its focus was on 
finding out about the users’ general attitudes to the service and to the 
Communication Services concept, and giving them another chance to discuss 
the interesting points of the test.

4.5.2 Test users

Five test users that we thought would represent future users of the service were 
selected to the test. We selected people with different backgrounds. Only the 
first user had excessive computer background. In contrast, the third user had 
never used computers. Other users used computers in their work for some 
specific tasks, mainly for editing text.

4.5.3 Summary of the task scenarios

The tasks were presented as a part of three integrated scenarios. The scenarios 
were selected as representing the most common operations of the system.

In the first scenario, the user is in a store looking at the service program and 
trying to understand the visual messages. He even moves between and within 
the main parts of the service by using the arrow keys.

After becoming somewhat familiar with the system and the navigation, the user 
is faced with a new scenario. He is at home after buying the system and starts 
to add his friends’ numbers to the system and edit mistakes. He also makes a 
couple of videophone calls by using both the stored numbers and direct dialing.

In the last scenario the user has a long list of numbers in his Phonebook and 
some messages in his Message Browser. The messages are read, and an e-mail 
message is sent to a friend. After the message is sent, the user receives a video 
message containing a clip of a new movie. He immediately wants to show it to 
his friend during a videophone connection, so that his friend can comment on 
it. After the message is shown, he hangs up the videophone connection.

4.5.4 Organization of the test

Three people from the HUT usability laboratory supervised the tests. Mika P. 
Nieminen was acting as the moderator, and Marja-Riitta Koivunen was making 
notes and taking care of the video recording. Sari Huvinen was playing the role 
of the opposing party who was contacted during the test by a video telephone.

Nieminen was located with the test user at the test room, whereas Huvinen and 
Koivunen were located at the control room behind the one-way mirror.
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The usage of the prototype was planned to be as natural as possible. The user 
interface of the Communication Services was presented on a television screen 
and a remote control was used to operate the system. The remote control had a 
picture of the keyboard keys on the back of it. When keyboard keys were 
needed, the control was turned around and an extra keyboard was used to 
actually enter the needed data into the service.

The videoconnection was faked by using a camera going from the control room 
to the computer and television in the test room, this way it looked very natural 
to the test user, however when Sari was positioned right, she saw only the 
camera. We could show live video in only one window. Therefore, a still video 
picture was taken from Sari beforehand and that was used in the little window 
when the live video was in the main window. The picture of the user was also a 
still video. It represented a Fiji warrior, which was easy to remember, but some 
users would have preferred a prettier picture.

The test and the interview after the test were documented on video. During the 
test, we recorded the TV screen and a general view covering the remote control 
and the additional keyboard. The thinking aloud protocol was recorded on the 
same video.

4.5.5 Modifications during the test

The test was conducted in two days. During the first day, we tested users 1 and 
2. After this test, we made some changes to the prototype and tested it again 
during the second day. The following changes were made to the user interface 
between the tests:

• Phone numbers in the Phonebook were changed from American style 
alphabetical numbers to more familiar Finnish style numbers.

• Explanation titles for the ‘Name’ and ‘Number’ fields were added to 
the edit/add phonenumber window appearing in the Phonebook.

• Title text (Phonebook, Message Browser, Send a Message, 
Preferences) was aligned with the icon frame to add movement to the 
title. The idea was to make the title easier to notice.

• A list of English terms and their Finnish translations were given to the 
users on paper. Some terms like ‘Tag’ were strange to the test users.
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4.5.6 Major usability problems 

Navigation

Navigation between the main components of the communication service is not 
clear, so learning the model may take a long time. The users mainly follow the 
changes in the large data window and therefore miss the changes of the main 
title and in many cases also the changes of the main icon. Plain movement does 
not help, because the users look at the remote control when something is 
happening at the screen. They only lift their gaze after the movement has 
already occurred.

Animation and sound, such as dragging sound, could help the user to build a 
mental model of the navigation. It gives the user more chance to see and hear 
the movement when it is happening. Naturally, the user should be able to turn 
these off in the Preferences component.

The main title field might be easier to notice if it was under the main icon 
attached to it by visual cues as drafted in Figure 4.50. The frames or the 
background of each icon and the background of the corresponding data 
window could also be coded with soft colors. Still another possibility is to use 
a more clear metaphor, such as a book with tabs. Selection of a tab turns on the 
corresponding data window. However, this needs more experimenting and 
negotiations with the graphic designer.

Figure 4.50: Moving the main title below the icon

Auxiliary information window

The function of the auxiliary information window under the main data window 
was hard to understand. A simple solution would be to attach an explanation 
field, such as phone number or message title, to the window. This could be 
located at the frame. The graphic designer has to be consultedin this case, too.

Another solution to the problem with the little window and the arrow and OK 
button is to bound them together graphically as shown in Figure 4.51. Now the 
name and the number are near each other, and the arrows and the OK button 
clearly belong together. This version breaks the list of the names, but that 
might not be very disturbing. Also the inner frame could probably be lightened 
graphically.
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Suvi-Leena Haukkunen 
555-2346

Kalle
Ville Virtanen

Figure 4.51: Applying the principle of proximity

4.5.7 Minor usability problems 

Automatic scrolling of the phonebook

The users were confused, when the names they had just typed in had 
disappeared from the Phonebook. Actually they had only been scrolled away 
from the sight. This is considered an error. If the whole list cannot be seen even 
when there is space for it on the window. Therefore, as long as the list does not 
fill the whole window, all the list items should be visible.

Direct dialing

The users wanted to dial an unstored phonenumber by directly entering its 
digits. However, in this system they expected it to be more complicated 
resembling the way the stored numbers were dialed. Therefore, the Phonebook 
list of names should contain one special name called ‘direct dial’. When people 
select that name, they should be informed that they can also make a direct call 
just by entering the numbers.

Fast selection list vs. phonebook

The fast selection list is hard to understand at the beginning. Both the Fast 
Selection list and the normal Phonebook list should have a title, and they 
should be separated by a line.

New message icon

The icon notifying of a new message is too small. According to results from 
other usability tests, an icon should also have an explanation text below it.
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Phone message icon

No-one of our test users recognized the icon with a C-tape picture depicting a 
phone message. This needs to be redesigned.

Scrolling a text message

The scrolling of a text message did not give the users enough feedback. Users 
used the UP/DOWN arrow-keys, but they thought nothing happened. This was 
because only the cursor was moving and it was a very unnoticeable editing 
cursor. The arrows were not shown on the screen either, although they were 
shown on other screens, when they were available.

In the Message Browser, no editing cursor is needed. Users want to scroll the 
text up and down as in PAGE UP/PAGE DOWN. In the Send a Message view, 
the cursor is needed for editing, and PAGE UP/DOWN is needed for going up 
and down the edited message. To be consistent, the color buttons could be used 
the same way as in the Phonebook. In this case the movement of the cursor is 
attached to the arrow keys. The cursor needs to be more distinct, so that it can 
be easily noticed. The arrows can be shown as depicted in Figure 4.52.

A small consistency problem remains with this design. The LEFT/RIGHT 
arrow keys move the cursor when they normally move the main icon. This may 
confuse the users. On the other hand, the editing of a name and number in the 
Phonebook is implemented similarly and there were no large problems.

Figure 4.52: The arrows for scrolling or for moving the cursor 

Name search

Users 1 and 4 wanted to be able to search for a name from the Phonebook by 
entering the first character of that name. This is a good idea, but not critical, so 
this can be done if there is time.
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Order of the color buttons

The color buttons should be laid out in the same order on the screen as on the 
remote control (see Figure 4.53). This was not a problem during this test, but 
could be for a color blind person. This does not fit as nicely to the screen as 
laying them out into a 2x2 table.

Те

Return to Call 
Page Down

Figure 4.53: The color button layout

Page Up 
MeViu

Tag terms

The terms MOVE TAG UP and MOVE TAG DN are not phrased very well. 
They can be interpreted also to move the green tag mark instead of the tagged 
name. However, this was not an issue in the test. Users had problems to 
understand the term tag, which was at least partly due to the English.

Inconsistent return during a connection

During a call, it is possible to go to the main menu. The return from a main 
menu is a little bit inconsistent with the main parts of the system. In the 
Phonebook, the return button is OK and at the other parts it is the blue button.

This is probably acceptable, since the Phonebook is consistent: the call is 
started by pressing the OK and you can go back by pressing it again. Similarly, 
during the connection, the blue button can be used as going to the MENU and 
you can come back from it in most cases by pressing the blue button.

In addition, user 1 would have liked the toggling effect to be attached to the 
MENU button as well. In this case the MENU button would take you to the 
main menu during the connection and back to the connection while pressed in 
the main menu.
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5. Case 2: News-On-Demand

No News is Good News
-GNUS 4.1

The second case of the DMC project started in the same way as the first one 
did. The project partners came together in NRC facilities for a workshop. The 
nature of the planned service, News-On-Demand, proposed to have a new 
partner MTV3. Having a television company with us in the project gave it 
additional reference in the form of their own Media-On-Demand service, 
which we evaluated during the observation task.

5.1 Introduction

As in the first case, the start was a bit delayed due to negotiations between 
NRC and MTV3. The prior experience gained from the earlier case did help to 
speed up the process. Also the infrastructure and development enrivonment 
was already available.

5.2 Observation

In the workshop we specified, that News-On-Demand should fulfill all the 
user’s needs for getting news. The various information should be found easily, 
and the seemingly endless streams of data should be made manageable. The 
different sources of information should be made transparent by using powerful 
search functions or intelligent agents. These agents could search and sort 
information matching each individual’s specific needs.

5.2.1 Multimedia information

The users expect to receive the information in a visually attractive way. The 
information can be based on text, or better yet hypertext, but the users hope to 
see live footage of the ordinary television news. Still images, drawings and 
other visualizations are needed to break the text articles. Multiple windows or 
display areas could be used to enable parallel information experience, a 
simultaneous asynchronous media streaming. A service offering only video 
news spots can be seen too similar to news oriented Video-On-Demand 
(VOD).
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5.2.2 Media for the future

New forms of media are expected to become reality in the very near future. 
Research on virtual reality, three dimensional displays and related techniques 
can change the nature of information as we know it. If, for instance, television 
becomes three dimensional, the future media browser must support it. The 
planned News-On-Demand service is more like a viewer for multimedia 
objects than a simple news flash distributor.

5.2.3 Observed information systems

During the observation task, some existing systems were evaluated. The 
planned service can have all or some of the features included in these observed 
installations. It is distinctive that every system is mostly based on text, and 
only secondary to still and moving images. Another common factor is the 
usage of WWW (World Wide Web) and HTML (Hyper Text Markup 
Language). A system solely based on video images is still unobtainable due to 
insufficient communication bandwidth.

MTV3: Media-On-Demand

MTV3 is a Finnish commercial television company funded by advertizing. At 
the time of observation, MTV3 was preparing to launch a multimedia trial to 
offer its news services in the Internet. The launched system offers users the 
opportunity to do some home shopping. The system uses news, television 
programs and information services as a bait to lure users to the market place. 
The system is constructed using HTML, and the system is expected to be 
accessed through Netscape Navigator WWW browser [MTV3, 1995].

Media-On-Demand usability test

The system was evaluated using four test users, who’s actions were recorded 
on video tape. Before the evaluation the users were asked some background 
questions concerning their profession, age, education and hobbies. The users 
were also asked to ponder the ease-of-use and variety of information they 
currently use. Newspapers, television and television text services were named 
to be the most easy to use by 75 % of the users. Newspapers were listed to give 
the most accurate and versatile information. Radio and magazines were ranked 
last on all cases, while Internet based information seemed to fall in the middle. 
Test users’ age or sex did not seem to influence the results very much.
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The evaluation started from the MTV3 home page illustrated in Figure 5.1. 
From this page, the users start navigation to other parts of the system. The 
observation was performed by using visual walkthrough, user observation and 
thinking aloud. During the visual walkthrough method, the users were asked to 
tell how they understand the visible screens or views just by looking at them. 
In addition, they were asked to tell what actions they thought to be attached to 
different buttons or icons. We were especially interested in finding out what 
the users hoped to find under the main icons. For instance, we wanted to know 
if the news should be organized into categories or if the main headlines should 
be shown immediately as in newspapers. After the visual walktrough, the users 
could use the mouse and keyboard to see the system.

The following paragraphs describe the users’ initial views of the system in 
comparison to the reality. Since most parts of the system were not yet 
implemented, the following paragraphs mostly review the users' wishes and 
impressions about the system. Main usability defects of the system and 
suggestions for improvements are gathered to the end of this chapter.

Iitit
Figure 5.1 : Media-On-Demand home page

The MTV3 Home page is presented in Figure 5.1. Some users were unsure if 
this was the MTV3 home page, because it was not explicitly stated. The 
background had only a couple of stylistic numbers 3 as a faint hint of MTV3.
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The artistic icons used to describe the main parts of the system were criticized 
to be non-intuitive and were disliked by some of the users. Some terms were 
also difficult to understand. For instance, the users that were not familiar with 
the MTV3 leaflet named Media Manager, did not know what the Manager 
referred to. Also Entertertainment (Viihde) was misunderstood to refer to the 
TV programs instead of entertaining games.

For some users, the visual separation between the Market Place and the other 
MTV3 services was unclear. The Market Place looks more like a title on the 
background than a button. The owl looks like a button that is a link to the 
Market Place. The empty circles at the bottom of the home page are templates 
for companiy business logos, which was explained to the users. Some users 
considered the circles to be separate from the Market Place. They suggested 
that these links could hold detailed information about the companies in 
question. Other users understood that these links are direct links to the Market 
Place. The circles are supposed to be direct links to companies on the Market 
Place and these links are sold to customers as advertising areas.

News (Uutiset)

In the pretest questionnaire, the users were asked to suggest categories for the 
news services. By that time, they had not seen the actual categories.

Kotimaa (domestic)* 4

Urheilu (sport)* 4

Ulkomaat (foreign)* 3

Kulttuuri/taide (culture/art) 3

Sähkeet, Uutisotsikot (headlines) 2

Juorupalsta (human Interests) 2

Talous (business)* 2

Politiikka (politics) 1

Katastrofit (catastrophs) 1

Musiikki (music) 1

Nuoret (the young) 1

7igure 5.2: News categories suggested by the users
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The news categories in the MTV3 Media-On-Demand system were: Kotimaa 
(Domestic), Talous (Business), Ulkomaat (Foreign), Urheilu (Sport) and Sää 
(Weather). Those categories matching the users' wishes are marked with 
asterixes (*) in Figure 5.2.

All the users wanted to have some headline news in the first page together with 
the categories. The most important or interesting story of the day could be 
given either from every category, or one to three stories that summarize the 
news of the day from any category. In MTV3 system there is also a category 
called Archive, which is supposed to hold older news for reference. At this 
point, it is hard to say how old news the users would like to get.

One user wanted the News to be more like television news. He expected the 
television news video to begin right after the news icon is pressed. Other users 
were satisfied with the text based system where the videos can be started on 
demand.

Program (Ohjelma)

All the users understood this to offer the daily television programs. The service 
should include all the channels. Maybe the channels could be organized in 
parallel on a same spreadsheet according to the time of day. The users wished 
to find more detailed background information about the different shows and 
films. This service could include previews of films in this month.

Teaching (Opetus)

The users did not have a clear picture of the teaching category. It was 
understood to have information and introductions about educational programs. 
There did not seem to be any need or interest for this group within the test 
users. One test user wanted to receive information about educational programs 
and courses offered at the open university.

Entertainment (Viihde)

The users commonly saw this as a part of the MTV3 entertainment programs. 
This could contain more accurate and elaborate information about the current 
series. In reality this was planned to contain interactive games, which was also 
suggested by two of the users.

Info

The Info function was expected to offer help in using the Media-On-Demand 
system. The users wanted an illustrated map of the system to help them in 
navigating in the MOD. In addition basic knowledge about the hypertext 
ideology should be given.
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Feedback (Palaute)

The users value an opportunity to give direct feedback on the used service. The 
users also wanted to see their feedback displayed in the system so that other 
users may comment it. Some sort of editorial procedure is needed to prevent 
misuse of this forum. The users liked the simple effectiveness found in the 
feedback screens. They liked the idea of picking a person or a program to 
receive the feedback.

New (Uutta)

New services and features are hard to find, so it helps the user to be able to see 
what has happened to the system during the last few months. New features to 
the MOD or to MTV3 programs in general could be introduced here.

Market Place (Markkinapaikka)

This is a modem day mall. As MTV3 is the only commercial channel in 
Finland it has good relations to the advertising community, and now tries to 
expand to Internet.

The market place is organized according to product categories. Figure 5.3 
shows market place startup screen. All the test users felt that this is a good way 
to categorize the products. When the system is opened the users can find 
another level behind these icons. This level consists of the service producers.

Figure 5.3: The Market Place
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Main usability defects of the system and suggestions for improvements

Consistency: The system should be easy to learn, and it should act similarly in 
different situations. Navigation can be aided by offering shortcuts to the user. 
The MTV3 Owl symbol was designed to take the user to a specific shortcut 
screen shown in Figure 5.4.

Il H 111

1
MANAGER «OPETUS 1 ¡PALAUTE

MARKKINAPAIKKA 
................................

ATK I AUTO

ASUNTOl MATKAT

UUTISET J Y R K : -I

Figure 5.4: Info or shortcut page

The Info map in Figure 5.4 was supposed to help the user in navigating 
through the system. The idea of every page having a similar link to upper 
layers of the system was correct. Unfortunately, it was common that the user 
thought the owl symbol would take him to the original home page, not to some 
look alike place where he has never been before. The users thought the system 
to had different home pages and became confused. Also the home page 
advertising spaces would be in better use, if the home page would be used as a 
central point for navigation.

Some additional navigation buttons such as returning to the previous page are 
recommended. The icons or buttons for these actions should be clearly 
different from those used by Netscape and other WWW browsers. Therefore 
arrows should not be used. Preferably, the buttons should be placed on top of 
every page. This way, they are accessible and visible when the user enters the 
page.

Visual image: The home page should reflect more clearly the owner of the 
service. The MTV3 Took and feel’ should be enhanced.

The icons and terms in the home page were criticized to be non-intuitive. Also 
the separation between the Market place and the other information services was 
unclear.
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More information to upper layers: Headlines should be added to the news 
groups. The users’ expected to see the major news of the day already in the 
main news page, not just inside the categories.

Feedback: The user feedback should be made available to the other users. Only 
minimum of effort should be used to edit the given feedback; and the users 
should be allowed to discuss on the feedback among thair own.

Hide the system: The underlying computer platform should be made as 
transparent as possible. The user should not be forced to control separate media 
players when he loads a video strip.

5.2.4 Television text services

Almost every television station offers some sort of text service. Finnish 
national television YLE publishes over 800 pages. These pages include news, 
train and aeroplane timetables, television program listings, etc. YLE conducted 
a four year survey on the usage of its text service. Here is a very short 
summary of the findings [Jääsaari, 1994].

Text service user’s profile

The user must have a special text service decoder installed in his television, if 
he wants to use the text service. It was found that in 1993 38 per cent of 
Finnish households had this capability equaling to 1.5 million people. Highest 
percentage is found among families with children.

40 % of the asked people used the text services at least once a week. Only 
10 % of the people with text decoder said they never use it. 17 % of women 
and only 3 % say they never use text services even if their television had this 
opportunity. Total amount of non-users did not change during the three-year 
survey, but the difference between genders seems to be growing.

People at the ages of 15 to 34 are the most active users. In 1993 there was no 
noticeable difference concerning educational background.

Favorite pages

The users were asked to name their favorite pages among the programs.
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Favorite page 1990 1991 1992 1993

Domestic news 29 57 51 35

Foreign news 18 36 31 21

Weather 32 49 43 31

Sport 41 39 46 39

Lottery 18 41 37 26

TV-programs 37 51 47 36

Food recipes 9 19 20 18

MTV-pages 11 11 22 23

Children/youth 6 8 8 5

Flight schedules 3 7 9 10

Figure 5.5 Favorite pages in television text service

The popularity of different pages were found to change drastically in case of a 
major news event, such as international catastrophe, election, devaluation, etc. 
During the World hockey Championships in 1991, 32 % of the interviewed 
users complied that their usage had increased.

When, who, why?

The active text service users

• have a selection of favorite pages in everyday use

• think the text service to be a valuable source for information
• are most likely to be sports fans, and read only sports pages
• use the service regularly, before or after the television programs or 

during commercials

• is a channel surfers whose daily routine inhold reading the favorite 
pages.

A potential text service user

• does not watch television too often

• may watch television frequently, but is unwilling to learn new 
viewing habits

• has not purchased the text decoder consciously (it came with the 
television)

• thinks the text service is too technical to understand
• is unable to find desired information from the currently served pages.
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In principal, all television viewers are potential text service users; they just do 
not use or purchase it.

5.2.5 CNN Interactive

CNN Interactive is one of the news services in the Internet. It is a collection of 
World Wide Web pages with the headline news and other information about 
the Cable News Network. Figure 5.6 depicts the categories to be found in the 
CNN WWW pages. The home page shows the major headline news of each 
day and links to the other categories through the control panel shown in Figure 
5.7 [CNN, 1996].

Figure 5.6: Structure of the CNN WWW pages

For each of the news stories, a topic or a header is given, with a short summary 
of the news. The user can get the full story by selecting the appropriate link. In 
some cases, a link to audio visual material is available. After the story, the user 
can find a collection of links to related sites in the web. For instance, after a 
news clip concerning banks and finance, the user may find a list of banks 
having WWW pages.
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NEWS eWorld news9<QW ^BUSINESS SPORTS
^SHOWBIZ ^-POLITICSгиегаше ^WEATHER ^TECHNOLOGY

■ FOOD & HEALTH
Contents I search Welcome Page

Figure 5.7: CNN home page main control panel

Controls in the main control panel enable the users to navigate in the system. 
All categories can be reached from it. A more detailed, text-only table of 
contents and help are readily at hand. The ‘welcome page’ is CNN 
corporation’s own showcase.

CNN Business Main Page
CONTENTS SEARCH BACK TO CNN HOME PAGE FEEDBACK HELP

Figure 5.8: Page menubar for the Business category

Every category page has a control panel equivalent to that shown in Figure 5.8. 
It allows the user to go to the text-only table of contents, use text search, return 
to the home page, give feedback or get help. This control box is consistent and 
clearly visible at all pages. Some of the feedback given by the users and the 
corresponding service provider’s answers can be found through a ‘you said it’ 
-link from the home page.

5.2.6 OtaOnline, electronic newspaper

OtaOnline is an electronic newspaper published in collaboration with 
Aamulehti, Iltalehti and Kauppalehti. All of these newspapers offer their own 
collection of pages, mostly presented in a similar fashion to their conventional 
paper counterparts.
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Figure 5.9: OtaOnline home page Oct. 10 1995

In addition to these paper specific pages, there is a large collection of news 
telegrams (Sahkeuutiset), which are updated on arrival. Most of the picture 
material is collected under one link (Uutiskuvat). Weather information can be 
reached from the home page. Some of the feedback is published with the editor 
replies. A market place is available for the users to sell, purchase and trade 
their own goods.

Figure 5.10 presents the structure of the navigation controls that can be found 
on top of every page. The highlighted names give the user a clear memory path 
of where he is and how he got there. These category names can also be used to 
go directly to a selected newsgroup.

OrmONLINE • AAMULEHTI > KAUPPALEHTI « ILTALEHTI • OPTIO «——« PALAUTE 
etusivu • mielipide •■ЕЕВЯНЯЯ* $88 • otapoml « linkit • toimitus 

kotimaa •ШШШШЁЁШ* talaos • or/teJ/а • viihde

Figure 5.10: Three level navigation controls of OtaOnline page

5.2.7 Crayon, CReAte Your Own Newspaper

Crayon allows the user to be the editor of an electronic magazine. This WWW 
application lets the user choose from a number of different categories the ones 
he likes to read about. The categories are lists of links to relatively stable 
information sources in the Internet. The different sections of the newspaper are 
constructed by selecting links from different categories. After the user has 
selected the desired links, the Crayon creates a HTML document with the 
selected links in a chosen order. This HTML file is then saved to the user’s 
hard disk, and its links can be accessed with a WWW browser. Here is a list of 
the available categories:

• U.S. News
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• World News

• Weather Conditions and Forecasts

• Business Report

• Information and Technology Report

• Editorial and Opinions
• Arts and Entertainment

• Sports Today

• The Funny Pages
• The Tabloid Page
• New and Hot Web Sites

Crayon is simply a collection of links to information. The system does not help 
the user in selecting the links, it just offers them to be grasped. It would be 
better if the user could just tell vaguely the subjects he is interested, and the 
system would then select and find the actual physical links. Here the user is 
WYSIWYGed to make all these choices himself [Crayon, 1996].

5.2.8 Internet News

Almost as long as the Internet has connected universities, there has been news 
servers. It all started as an application utilizing e-mail, but now the news 
servers include thousands of newsgroups from which the users may select the 
ones they like to follow. Inside the groups, news can be read, composed and 
deleted.

5.2.9 User profiles

News-On-Demand will be a service aimed for everyone. At the beginning, the 
user will most likely be a large-scale television watcher. He does not have to be 
technically oriented, but he must be willing to spend time with the system, a 
modem day WWW surfer does not have to know about computers to be 
willing to devour the vast amounts of information available in the net.

The major constraint will be time. Thus the system should have powerful 
search and indexing tools to help the user to find the information he needs in 
the time he has. If On-line information archives are available, these smart 
search engines become even more vital.

As earlier we started the design by creating user profiles for typical users. Here 
is one of these profiles.
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Shirley’s personal profile

Shirley is a socially active international salesperson, specializing in clothes. 
She follows the political and economical news climate intensely, on behalf of 
her work. She is interested in news and weather, because they are popular 
subjects for conversation at work. As a modem woman, she takes care of her 
health: she eats right and takes aerobic lessons three times a week.

5.2.10 Scenarios

Shirley is making breakfast for the family in the morning. While she prepares 
the meal, she opens the portable television on top the refrigerator and starts the 
News-On-Demand service. The system automagicly selects the news headlines 
that she has told the system she is interested in, and starts to play the news reel.

Shirley does not actually look at the television, but if she hears something 
interesting, she may focus her attention to it. She jumps over the boring news 
and rewinds back to the more interesting ones. On occasion she marks some of 
the news to be viewed later. For some news she orders a longer and more 
detailed version.

The news articles are selected to the news reel depending on the time of the 
day and the user in question. The amount of time a user is willing to spend 
with the service effects the selection agents. If the user wants to find a 
particular subject, a plain text search should be available.

After work, Shirley has a couple on minutes to spend before she dashes off to 
the local city council meeting. She sits in the living room watching the 45 inch 
Nokia SuperTurbo television. She launches the news service and selects 
politics. From the menu, she sees the old, but saved, news among the new 
ones. She selects the news article titled ‘Manchester’s mayor arrested!’. After 
reading the story, she leaves for the meeting.

Late at night Shirley, after she has found out that tonight’s movie is ‘Gone with 
the wind’, she has time to watch the long version of the news reel. Now she 
concentrates to the earlier marked news and receives the more detailed 
information. If so desired she may save some of the news in the archive for 
extra charge.

Key actions in the scenario are:

• Viewing the news reel.
• Ordering and viewing a more detailed versions of the news

• Selecting news headlines by the category
• Saving and ordering news clips for future viewing
• Modifying the news selection filters
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• Using fast forward and rewind while viewing the news

The visual appearance of the user interface

The news objects are multimedia presentations having both textual and visual 
material. Menus and windows enable selecting news by the categories and by 
importance using enhanced remote control. Eye-tracking and audio control 
could also be used to some extent.

5.3 Visualization

5.3.1 Metaphors and functionalities

During the first visualization meeting, the News-On-Demand service was 
strongly seen to need some characteristics of both conventional television news 
and news offered by a newspaper. This view was based on several issues:

• During the observation task, the users expressed willingness to use 
hypertext based systems with abundant audio visual output.

• Our view was supported by interviews with potential users, the current 
literature of information superhighway and from our personal 
experiences while developing visual media.

• Some existing systems and prototypes supported the conclusion that 
the users would like to read newspapers with film strips in them.

The preliminary outlines of the News-On-Demand service were set to meet 
both the television news and the newspaper metaphors. The On-Demand part 
of the concept was planned to be supported by letting the user easily skip the 
news he does not want to watch.

5.3.2 Selecting the news

The user should be able to select what kinds of news he wants to consume. He 
should be able to skip the news that do not interest him, and concentrate on 
those that do. Our first idea was to let the user increase the weight of the news 
categories he likes to follow, and decrease the weight of uninteresting 
categories. To add stability to the system, the categories were thought to be 
fixed, and their number was limited to seven or eight. The categories were 
thought to have some sort of sliders that enable the user to change the amount 
of news he likes to receive from the corresponding news category.
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Domesti Foreign Business Culture Weather

Save and Exit [|~Something Else

Figure 5.11 : Settings view, with sliders to select the categories

After some brainstorming we decided that the slider model was too simplistic. 
It did not offer enough options to the user. Furthermore, it was difficult to 
understand how the selection of news changed as the weight was adjusted. 
Therefore, news that were considered important by the user could be easily 
missed.

Another selection mechanism we considered shortly was to use human like 
news guides instead of categories. The system could offer the user some 
archetypes, or editors, that show different amounts of interest to different news. 
The selected editor would guide the user through the available news items 
according to his interests. The news guides are presented in Figure 5.11 as 
grotesque humanoids on the top of the screen. These editors select news stories 
for the user according to the weights given to categories. The weight is 
controlled by sliders (or some better device) that adapt to different locations 
when another editor is selected. The right most slot of archetypes is reserved 
for the user’s own choices. These news agents could also learn from the user’s 
news consuming habits, and learn to find interesting news for him.

Unfortunately, the news guides started to remind the categories or category 
editors after a while. As we were not able to produce an easy-to-use selection 
mechanism at the available time, we left this to be decided later. It can be 
either left out totally or hidden in the settings part of the service. The location 
of the settings part depends on the structure of the upper levels of the menu 
hierarchy that connects the different parts of the Digital Media Concept 
project.
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At this time, we also reminded ourselves that the users using this system 
probably do not want to do many selections. Our hypothesis was that they are 
tired when they open the television, and they want to see the same news as 
their friends or workmates to be able to discuss about them. In addition they 
want to see the news, when they have the time for it. This means that the main 
service is the same as they now get at fixed times from the television, such as 
ten o’clock television news. Therefore, our main aim is to provide this as easily 
as possible. The other services, such as the newspaper news and the better 
means for selecting news items, are to be considered secondary. This 
observation helped us to focus more on what we saw as important issues.

5.3.3 First screen layouts

From the very beginning, the idea of a real-time progress bar, that shows the 
users location within the news items was dominant. The reason for this is, that 
the real time video needs a map that reflects the state of the system in real time. 
A progress bar gives the user enough feedback and helps him to navigate.

BOSNIA

Progress

Domestic

Colors here

Foreign

Figure 5.12: First sketch of the video screen layout

It was suggested that a time bar would be built so that every news clip would 
have its own block. This block could also be colored as the viewing proceeds. 
This method would offer the user a memory aid to see what clips he has 
already viewed.
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Figure 5.13: Sketch of the magazine screen

In a very early stage, it was decided to use the color buttons in the remote 
control for controlling the functions and the arrow buttons for navigation. The 
color buttons would have context-sensitive texts to describe their functions. 
The horizontal arrows would control the navigation between different news. 
The vertical arrows were first reserved for the transition between the video and 
the newspaper. However, this was not consistent with the table of contents 
view in the newspaper. Therefore, the vertical arrows were later used for 
movement within the current article (next and previous page), while the 
transition from video to newspaper and back was allocated to the red color 
button.

5.3.4 First visualizations

The Progress bar

Major part of the visual planning was put into the design of the progress bar. 
The bar was supposed to fit into the magazine with little modifications. The 
next pictures depict the changes in the design of the progress bar. The first 
designs from A to E were never implemented in the prototype. The color 
fluctuations are caused by the scanning process.

mm

Figure 5.14: First generation of progress bars, A
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Figure 5.15: First generation of progress bars, В

Figure 5.16: First generation of progress bars, C

Figure 5.17: First generation of progress bars, D

Figure 5.18: First generation of progress bars, E

After discussing with the project group, the graphic designer created the bar 
presented in Figure 5.19. It was used in the first prototype. However, in 
heuristic analysis it was found to be too complicated. The shaded buttons were 
misinterpreted even by people who knew what they were supposed to be used 
for. After a week, it was changed for an improved model depicted in Figure 
5.20.

Figure 5.19: The first implementation of the progress bar

It was otherwise complete, except that the text line for the name of the news 
category and the name of the news clip or article was missing. Space for this 
text line was created by moving the color buttons under the bar and replacing 
their old position with a text field.

The large three dimensional arrow signs were thought to be obvious forward 
and backward navigation tools. Later, this assumption was proven correct. The 
numbers in the progress bar represent the different news categories that were 
found useful during the observation step. The appearance of the numbers was 
supposed to help the users to understand that the categories could be accessed 
through the number buttons in the remote control.
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Figure 5.20: The second implementation of the progress bar

Changes from the bar depicted in Figure 5.20 to the final prototype are quite 
small. The green screen or frame that shows the current place in the time axis 
became gray. Although, the bright green was highly visible, it did become 
irritating with the other basic colors. The color of the first category sign in both 
the television and the magazine progress bars was changed. In this way the 
special index categories wanted to be separated from the other categories. 
These visual changes can be seen in the figures illustrating the final prototype 
in Chapter 5.4.

5.3.5 Prototype functions

During the previously described progress bar design, the actual prototype was 
developed to achieve the needed functionalities. The prototype transfers the 
television and magazine metaphors with animated page shift where the 
television plane is above the magazine. The context between different news 
subjects in these planes is the same. So if the user changes plane, the news clip 
changes to the article of the same subject. The video headline index is linked to 
the magazine index and vice versa.

All the indexed short headlines of the video clips are linked to the appropriate 
full length clips, and the text index of the magazine is linked to the appropriate 
news articles.

5.4 The final prototype

When the user enters the News-On-Demand service, he arrives to the television 
metaphor, and the system starts to play the first category i.e. “Headlines” from 
the beginning. If the user does not interact with the system, every clip in the 
system will be played, and when the last one finishes the playing continues 
from the start. This possibility to low-involvement use lets the user use the 
News-On-Demand service while doing something else. The user can browse 
the headlines of all the news and then select the ones he wants to view in full.

The left and right arrows jump to the previous and next clip respectively. There 
are no hard boundaries between the categories, so pressing the right arrow 
many times takes the user to the next category.
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The color buttons on the bottom of the control panel are from left to right

• Red, transition to the magazine and back from there.

• Green, transition between the full length news and headline or index.

• Yellow, toggles the enlargement of the video picture to full screen.
• Blue, starts and stops the video tape.

All these colorbinded functions “cancel” their effects when pressed another 
time. This means that the navigation in the system is somewhat symmetric.

If the user enters the magazine so that he is in the first category of the news, he 
is guided to the index. While the left and right arrows are throughout the entire 
system dedicated to previous and next news, the up and down arrows are used 
for moving inside a news article. In consistence to this, the index page 
(similarly to any other pages) is navigated using the up and down arrows. 
Figures 5.22 and 5.23 show the navigation arrows that appear in the index 
page. The arrows are shown only when they can be used.
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1 Uurtisotalkot

Sukellusvenehaveinto Hangon edustalla
Verohallitus hankkii pomminpaljasfmia 
Tunnustusta TKK.IIe 
Drakenin putoamissyy epäselvä 

3 Ulkomaat
Bosnian rauhanneuvottelut yhä kesken 
Walesa myönsi vaalitappion 
Norjalle oma YYA 
Natsinkollinen karkotettiin Italiaan 
EU yksimielinen Venäjän politiikassaan

Figure 5.22: Index page of the magazine

Figure 5.23: Navigating in the magazine index page

The up arrow appears when selection shifts forward from the first item. The 
numbers in front of the categories are the shortcut numbers matching the 
numbers in the progress bar.

The red button would now take the user back to the television side, and the 
green would move the focus between the index and the news articles.
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Figure 5.25: Enlarged video screen

When the user moves to the magazine, he is placed to the corresponding article 
as the video clip he was currently viewing. In the magazine, the progress bar 
paints the pages green as the user browses them. If an article has multiple 
pages, only the first page is colored, if the user does not read the rest of the 
pages. This leaves some blanks in the bar, even if the user browses through all 
the articles using the right and left arrows.

Figure 5.24: Enlarging the video screen

In the television side, the yellow button maximizes the video screen leading to 
a situation illustrated in Figure 5.25. All the functions work regardless of the 
size of the screen, so power user can have the large screen all the time if so 
wanted. The screen is reduced in size by pressing the yellow button again. In 
this demonstration, hardware constraints prevented putting a similar yellow 
button on top of the large window to give a hint of the reduce function.
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3 Ulkomaat: Norjalle oma VYA

Norjalle oma YYA
Tantun osiossa ju tislattujen
asiakirjojen raukean Norja neu
voteli! vuosina 1946 ja 1646 
villaens aikana mahdol-
I isuudereta soti Salliseen yhtei s-
ty«h«n sillat ien neuvostoliiton 
kanaan.

Sopimus olisi ollut püápiir-
taiaslln aamankaltalnen, mut
ta laqempi kuin se mikä Suo
men капвзв solmittiin.

Norja lopetti neuvottelut kesäl- 
111843.

Figure 5.26: Magazine pages are linked to the television news clips

2 Kotimaa: Metsä-Seria sijoittaa Myllykoskaen

Bjanbergin siku mw 1.6 mil
jard Ha markalla pellervolai
selle Metsä-Serlalle osuuksia
Myllykosken tahtailta. Simal
la Myllykosken puunhankirta
ellrtyy M*tsS5erlan pälomlsta- 
jdla. Osuuskunta Metsäliiton a.

Metsä-Seria saa 3B prosenttia 
Myllykosken Suomen tehtailta
ja puolet seksalei iestä tytär- 
tehtaista Albbrucklita. Tah
taat vaimlitavit äkakaus- 
paperla.

Sopimuskumppanit luonneh
tivat järjestelyjä pitkäaikaisiksi 
Ja itritegl aikai.

Sopimus avaa Metall lltolle 
portit K™kkois-Suartren met
siin. Aiemmin muut yhtiöt huo
lehtivat tiukasti, ett! Pellervo
in set eivät pääse häiritse
mään Iden puurauhaa

Figure 5.27: Normal one page news article

When the user enters the magazine, all the pages in the bar are blank. The 
green color marking the viewed pages or news clips is displayed separately for 
the television and the newspaper.
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Helsinki kulttuuripääkaupungiksi
Heliingin luuri unelma mureri 
yhdeksiin kaupungin tasa
peliin. kun kaikki hakijat laivat 
Euroopan kulttuuripäakau- 
punkltmelin vuodeksi 2MC.

Alustava päätös koko Idaan 
vesittävästä yhdeksän kau
pungin mallilta tehtiin lounas, 
keskuitelun yhteydessä ja 
vahvistettiin Illalla. Helsinki tuli 
joukkoon, vaikka oli aiemmin 
uhannut kieltäytyä valinnasta 
mikäli kaupunkien määrä 
ylittää kuuden.

Neljä valituilta yhdeksästä 
kaupungista on Euroopan 
Unionin ulkopuolelta. Ne pää
tettiin ottaa mukaan, koska

Figure 5.28: The first page of an article with several pages

The page number field in the right-hand side of the page shows the current 
page and the number of pages in the whole article (see Figure 5.28). In case of 
several pages, the arrows show how to display additional pages. Figure 5.29 
shows the up arrow in case the reader is not in the first page.

iakauipimgiksi5 Kulttuuri; Helsinki kulttuuri!

ulkopuolisten syrjiminen olis 
ml maten »n mielestä "antanut
vääränlaisen il grast in*.

EU el «lo tutea kaupunkien
j iiri alli luuksia kuin symboli
sesti, ja Helsingin 3ÛÛ mil
joonan budjetti onkin JO koke
nut vastatuulta. Kaupurki olet#

Цй 1

и 111 i il

valtion osallistuvan laskuun 
sadalla mlUoonailR гивгкеЛв.
Muut kulttuuri pääkaupungit 
ovet Avignon Bologna 
Bryssel!. Santiago de Compos- 
tela. Bergen, Krakoua, Praha ja 
Reykjavik.

Figure 5.29: The last page of a two page long article

The icon in the top right in Figure 5.30 is shown when the magazine article has 
no corresponding video news material. It is assumed that there is an article of 
each video news clip, and even more material.
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Drake ni n putoamissyy epäselvä

2 Kotimaa: Drakenin putoamissyy epäselvä
■2i—plu-------rt« n ui—m,—wja]

"likkekasken Driken-turmin
syy «I ole vielä selvinnyt tutki
jalautakunnan aluitaviaia tut
kimuksissa. Lautakunta tutkii
imi mullien ertotiyksen, tekni
sen puolen ja tään osuutta 
onnettomuuteen.

"Tässä valheessa mitään ei voi
sulkea pois. Kenttätyö onnet
tomuuspaikalla vienee viikon", 
totesi tutkijalautakunnan pu-
Meenlohtma majuri Veis Paint.

Majuri Kalevi Reiman Ilma
voimien ем kunnasta kertoi, 
että konetta lentäneen yli. 
Itutnantä Jouri Laakkosen 
uakotaan menehtyneen välit
tömästi.

Kone oli keulasta patin metrin 
matkalta pahoin murskaan
tunut heittontulnon aivan

Figure 5.30: A magazine article without matching video clip

On some cases it is necessary to be able to give background information about 
some news articles. This is possible using the blue ‘background info’ link, that 
can be placed on appropriate pages. Through this link, the user can access 
separate pages in the news archive. These older articles are thus separated from 
the current news.

Mika Häkkisen tila vakaa
Mika Häkkinen an taipunut 
odotettuakin nopeammin vai
kean kolarin jälkeen. Royal 
Adeietn Hoipltalin tiedottaja 
kertoo, että Heikkinen voita
neen liittää hoitoon Englantiin 

f jo loppuviikolta Hänen tllama 
on vakaa ja mahdollinen paluu 
kilparadoille, vai tapehtua jo 
mau Ilkuin avauikllpelluaaa

.................... ■■ -

Hae taustatiedot! |

Е1ДККЕЧЕК

Figure 5.31 : A magazine page with a link to background information

5.5 Evaluation

Similarly to the first case of DMC, Marja-Riitta Koivunen did most of the 
analyzing of the usability test material, while Mika P. Nieminen planned and 
conducted the tests. Sirpa Riihiaho assisted with the some of the test sessions.
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5.5.1 Goals and methods

A usability test was performed for the developed prototype. It focused on the 
overall navigation between the main components and the auxiliary components 
of the system. These components were designed for the following user tasks:

• watching television news

• watching headline news

• reading newspaper news
• watching the contents of the newspaper

User observation and thinking aloud methods were used in the test. Unlike the 
first case, with News-On-Demand we used more informal test structure. The 
users were not given any tasks to perform, they were just asked to use the 
system and try to find out its functions.

5.5.2 Test users

Six test users who, that we considered to represent the potential users of the 
service were selected to the test. We selected people with different 
backgrounds. Experience of using computers varied from user 1, who had 
never used computers, to user 4, who uses computers daily in his work.

Education Computer background Sex Age

User 1 Salesman (high school) no experience male 30

User 2 Student (High school, Vz B.Sc.) some experience female 24

User 3 Psychiatrian (M.A.) confident female 27

User 4 Marketing director (M.Sc.) confident male 35

User 5 Coordinator (M.A.) some experience female 28

User 6 Teacher (M.A.) some experience female 44

Figure 5.32: Table of the test user profiles

5.5.3 Summary of the task scenarios

Within this test, we wanted to see what happens when we give the user 
relatively free hands to get to know the system. Therefore, we only had one 
simple scenario: The user gets the News-on-demand service home and wants to 
find out what it is and what services it provides. If some parts have not been 
found after about 15 minutes, the user is gently assisted to find them.
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We planned to use visual walkthrough so that when the user goes to a main or 
to an auxiliary component for the first time, we stop him. The aim was that the 
user tells us what he sees on the screen without any hurry. This plan worked 
well with the first screen. However, after the first screen some users pressed 
the buttons to check if they were right, before any visual walktrhough was 
conducted. As we did not want to interrupt them, we allowed them to do that. 
In these cases, the visual walkthrough usually advanced as follows. The user 
made a fast hypothesis of what the button does and after that he pressed the 
button to see if he was right.

This test method was successful. We learned how the users gradually learned 
the system. We also found the problems that the users experienced while using 
it. The weak point of an informal test is that it is quite laborious for the 
moderator to keep track of the visited and solved functions. For that purpose, a 
checklist was created that helped to keep track of what parts the users had 
already studied and understood

The results of this kind of test are more qualitative than quantitative in nature.

5.5.4 Organization of the test

Three people from the HUT usability laboratory supervised the tests. Mika P. 
Nieminen was acting as the moderator, and Marja-Riitta Koivunen and Sirpa 
Riihiaho were making notes and taking care of the video recording. Nieminen 
was located with the test user at the test room, while Koivunen and Riihiaho 
were located at the control room behind the one-way mirror.

The usage of the prototype was planned to be as natural as possible. The 
News-on-demand user interface was presented on a television screen, and a 
remote control was used to operate the system.

The test and the interview after the test were documented on video. During the 
test, we recorded the television screen and a view covering the remote control. 
The thinking aloud protocol was recorded on the same video.
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5.5.5 Major usability problems 

Navigation within the main components

The NOD system has two main components: the video-news and the 
newspaper news. Both of them have a table of contents: video-news has 
contents in video form and the newspaper has contents in textual form. 
Communication between the video-news and the newspaper news was 
relatively easy for all the users. The biggest problem was to understand the 
navigation between the different types of contents components. The users saw 
the written contents as contents to the whole system. There was no difference 
whether the news were in video or in textual form. The users wanted to see the 
news headings in textual form regardless of the form of the news. They also 
wanted to be able to jump directly to the video or article from the textual 
contents.

The users suggested that a better structure for the system would be to start from 
a textual contents page with color buttons to newspaper and video (see Figure 
5.33). We agree that the common contents page is necessary, but we would 
want to test what the users think, if we only merged the contents pages but still 
started from the video-news. This is because the television like video-news was 
considered to be the main service and the easiest way to start using the service. 
In normal situations, users just need to start the news, and the system works 
like television news. Some users will occasionally go to the newspaper side or 
see the table of contents and select the news they are interested in. However, 
this is an extra service. The common contents button in Figure 5.34 and 5.35 
might be enough to help the user navigate in the system. Nevertheless, this 
needs to be tested.

A sketch of the main contents page is shown in Figure 5.33. It has the Video 
and Paper buttons as already mentioned. The Page down button goes down one 
page at a time until it comes back to the original page. Settings is for adjusting 
some yet undefined attributes.

Every news item in the contents page has two icons attached to it: one shows if 
there is video available and another if text is available. When the video or text 
page has not been visited, the icons are colored. After they are visited, the color 
changes to grey. This helps the users to see what news are updated.

The progress bar with number buttons is shown only in the Video and 
Newspaper pages (Figures 5.34 and 5.35). However, the corresponding 
numbers are presented in the contents page to help the users in attaching the 
numbers to the right topic. If the progress bar was presented in the contents 
page, it would not be clear wheather the numbers refer to the Video or the 
Newspaper component. Within the contents page, the numbers can be used as 
shortcuts to the main categories. In this case, they should also look like 
buttons.
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SettingsVideo PageT

Table of Contents (this page)

1. Headlines
2. Abroad

Peace in Bosnia

3. Domestic
Return to TV

Figure 5.33: A sketch of the Main Contents page

After the user presses the Video button, the progress bar in Figure 5.34 is 
shown. It works as before by showing the news items one by one starting from 
the one selected in the contents page. The only change to the earlier version is 
that the contents button now refers to the main contents. The headlines contain 
the main news of the day: On the paper side they look like the front page of the 
paper and on the video side they contain about two spoken sentences 
describing what has happened. The headlines are similar to other news items. 
The TV style headlines can be selected from the contents page by selecting the 
headlines and pressing the video button, and the paper style headlines 
correspondingly by pressing the paper button.

< IL1H2)
ß

... . , . ........ . ...................

©Contents Paper Zoom Start

Figure 5.34: A sketch of the Video progress bar

The selection of paper format leads the user to the progress bar shown in 
Figure 5.35. As in the Video progress bar, the contents button now refers to the 
main contents page. The zoom button is added to enable zooming of the text. If 
necessary, the details of the operations can be defined in more detail in the 
settings page. For instance, the objects to be zoomed may be defined. The user 
may also choose whether the news bar is hidden or visible when the page is 
zoomed.
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Figure 5.35: A sketch of the newspaper progress bar

The color and number buttons

The number button icons presented on the progress bar are quite close to the 
color button icons. Therefore, the users attached the numbers to the colors in 
the beginning. They thought that they could go to the page mapped to the red 
button by pressing either 1 or 2, because 1 and 2 were above the red button.

If the numbers were visually detached from the color buttons, and explanations 
were given to the number buttons, it should be easier to make the right 
conclusions.

The video delays

Although delays were expected, the delays were too long when changing from 
one video news to another.

The picture quality

The resolution of the video material was not too disturbing for testing 
purposes, but should definitely be better for the actual service. Especially, the 
zooming of the video window makes the picture very jagged.

5.5.6 Minor usability problems

“No video material exist” icon

The icon presented when no video material existed was difficult to understand. 
The idea was understandable, but the visual implementation was poor.

Transition from paper to video when no video exists

Most users guessed that the next video is shown when they return to the video 
side from an article with no video. However, the user could shortly be shown a 
still picture that explains that there is no video and that the next video is shown 
instead.
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Page number icon

The page number icon was easy for most users. However, one user was reading 
the 1/2 (first page of two) as a half and was a little confused. This could be 
avoided by writing PAGE either above or below the numbers.

page

1/4

Figure 5.36: A sketch of the page number icon

Return from the zoom mode

It is possible to zoom the video window so that it shows the video news on the 
whole screen. This means that no buttons remain on the screen to tell the user 
how he can get back. Nevertheless, no one of our 6 test users had any 
difficulties in pressing the zoom button again to return to the normal mode.

Additional pages unread

When the user visits a news item on the newspaper side, all the pages 
belonging to that item should be marked as read in the progress bar. In the 
tested version, the additional pages were marked read only after they were all 
visited. The blank pages in the progress bar made some of the users think that 
they had not visited some news items at all, when they actually had not visited 
all the pages of all the articles.

It should be also considered, if the user needs to know how long an article is 
just by looking at the progress bar. The articles themselves contain that 
information, and the progress bar is already crowded, so the information could 
be placed in to the contents page.

Current time

One user wanted to see the current time. He told us that he frequently checks 
the right time from the television text service.

Update time

The update time (with the current time) would help in deciding whether any 
new items have been added to the system.
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6. Conclusions

This really is it.
The universe is over.
It ’s my job to put it all in order, now, 
and lock the place behind me 
as I leave.

-Death, in ‘The Books of Magic ’

The goal of this thesis is to describe and evaluate a scenario-based process for 
developing user-centered interface concepts. In this chapter some thoughts 
concerning the one-year-long Digital Media Concept project are discussed.

6.1 DMC design process

6.1.1 Our experiences

The used design process offered a good schedule for the project. We were able 
to perform most of the tasks in time, and the task shifts gave us much needed 
breakpoints to write documentation for the project. These documents should be 
written on time, and they should be discussed among the project group 
thoroughly, before moving on to the next task. In the DMC project, the 
physical distance between HUT and NRC combined with the client’s other 
projects with higher priority, made it difficult to find enough time to discuss 
the design decisions in full detail.

In both cases, the start was delayed a couple of weeks; we spent the lost time in 
preparing for the project, so it can be seen as a part of the ‘Understand’ task. 
Meanwhile, our client established the project organization, and agreed on 
communication and work practices between HUT and NRC.

The user profiles and scenarios were written in the beginning of each case, and 
were compared with the produced models and prototypes at the end of the 
case. From the aspect of scenario-based design, the process was mostly 
subconscious, because the project group did not perform any formal 
evaluations concerning the scenarios. Therefore, remembering the end-user 
was left to the implementor of the prototypes. When doing a small ‘one-man’ 
design effort, like our project, this somewhat unorganized development method 
was more efficient than using highly structured formal audits. If the design 
process would have been considerably larger, there should have been a 
well-documented and approved method to control the user profile and scenario 
generation. The scenarios should also be compared with the design according 
to a planned schedule.
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The evaluation of the prototypes should have been done somewhat earlier in 
the cases. This way, there would have been time to make small changes to the 
prototypes, not just document the usability errors. A period of four weeks 
would have been enough to produce a second generation prototype, and maybe 
additional two weeks to test and analyze it again. This kind of iteration was not 
performed, because the client did not want to use the extra time for it. After the 
first case, the project was about four weeks behind the schedule.

6.1.2 Tools and resources

The project documentation, prototype construction and communications 
between the project partners were managed electronically using a PC. The 
computer hardware and software resources were otherwise sufficient, except 
for a good drawing software to manipulate the interface graphics. This left the 
project at the mercy of the client’s over-worked graphic designer.

For the first prototype the client lent us a video overlay card, so that we could 
link live video image to the prototype. For the second case, the amount of 
RAM memory in the PC had to be doubled in order to guarantee smooth 
operation during the usability tests.

The project did not utilize any kind of project management software, nor did 
the small scale effort need one.

The project work load was quite close to the estimation. The only problem was 
that the prototype development environment did not support parallel design: 
The prototyping tool did not support any kind of version control, so the only 
way to secure the possibility to undo changes, was to maintain several copies 
of the prototype. This meant that only one person could work on the prototype 
at a time, and additional people could not speed-up the process. The parallel 
processing of the script interpreter of the prototyping tool was unmanageable, 
at times even illogical. A couple of times, the prototype made permanent 
changes to itself, that could only be corrected by starting with an older copy.

The required programming and design knowledge to complete the project was 
acquired during the project. A clear improvement in programming style, 
methodology and efficiency can be seen between the two prototypes. The used 
visual authoring software was found useful for small tasks, but for larger 
functional prototypes it seemed to run out of power.
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My opinion is, that the project succeeded to meet our academic interests. The 
primary goal was to test the scenario-based design methods and gain 
experience in interface design. The results were in most parts as we had 
anticipated. The design process described in Chapter 3, was found suitable for 
generating concepts for consumer products with limited interaction 
capabilities. The attributes that lead to this conclusion are quite similar to those 
of the smart products. A smart product is a data processing, compact, 
completely defined and functionally independent interactive device with 
limited interaction equipment and is dedicated to a set of tasks. It is a product 
with a dense user interface [Keinonen et al., in print]. When the interaction 
becomes too elaborate or generic, the scenarios can no longer describe the use 
of the system in required detail. Thus the system must be divided into smaller 
well-defined subsystems, so that their features and interaction practises can be 
illustrated.

6.1.3 What should we have done differently?

Even with unlimited funding, the project could not have been much more of a 
success. The only thing were some additional investments could have helped, 
was the computer hardware. It would have been convenient to buy the used 
video cards and software instead of borrowing them, but this would have 
doubled the cost and only barely speeded up the development. Everything 
needed was found in time - or at least fast enough.

The graphic designer should have been available 50% of the time as was 
suggested in the original project plan. Now the prototype construction was 
delayed with a few weeks, because the graphic designs were not ready on time.

6.2 Concept design in general

6.2.1 Benefits

The expense of prolonged design process is minimal in comparison to the 
expense afflicted to a company with poorly designed products, that cannot be 
sold or that are impossible to be supported in the future.

In most cases, the work resources put into the concept development can be 
transferred directly to the actual product through gained skills and knowledge. 
The prototype is in most cases implemented with some visual authoring tool 
other than what with the actual product will be done. Thus the lines of code are 
lost, but knowledge is saved.

The concept design allows the testing of ‘almost real’ product. This helps to 
decrease the number of design errors, increase user satisfaction and improve 
the overall quality of the product.
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6.2.2 Drawbacks

Concept design and testing takes time and personnel resources. The competitor 
may use this opportunity to reach the market first.

In the worst case, after a concept is designed, it turns out to be a totally 
unusable product with all the spent effort wasted. In some highly specific areas 
of technology even the reutilization of the gained knowledge is impossible. 
Still money is saved, because the actual production of wrong products can be 
avoided.

6.2.3 What are these scenarios?

Scenarios help the designers to remember the user. By writing down different 
character profiles and sequences of the usage of the system, the designers can 
come up with ideas and concepts that might not have surfaced through 
conventional methods of specifying requirements and functionalities.

In the Digital Media project, the final prototypes fulfilled most of the functions 
specified in the scenarios. We hope that they did not limit our designs, but 
instead helped us to think the other side of the product - The users’ side.

6.2.4 General rule of concept design

The concept design is located in the beginning of the product life cycle. In 
general, the design team should produce large quantities of ideas, make several 
sketchy prototypes, conduct continuous usability assurance and leave the 
decision about going to production to the business people.

6.2.5 The future of concepts

As the volumes in consumer electronics are growing in vast numbers, the 
demand for assurance before major investment is needed. Therefore, I think 
that in the future more and more of the products will be first tried out through 
concept demonstrator and prototypes.
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Appendix A: Screen shots from Communication 
Services

Figure A.l: Phonebook
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Figure A.2: Message Browser
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Figure A.3: Active connection
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Appendix В: Screen shots from News-On-Demand

Figure B.l : Television news reel
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Figure B.2: Television news clip
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Figure B.3: Full screen image
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Figure В.4: Related newspaper article
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Figure В.5: Newspaper’s index page
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